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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume of the final report presents space station and solar array
data and the analyses which were performed in support of the integrated
dynamic analysis study. It is intended to supplement the information included
in NASA CR-112118.
The presented analysis methods and the formulated digital simulation
were developed by the combined efforts of Fairchild Industries and its
associate, Wolf Research and Development Corporation.
Section 2 of this volume presents the space station and solar array con-
figurations which were considered during the course of this study. These are
resulting configurations from studies performed by various aerospace companies.
Control systems for space station altitude control and solar array orientation
control (Report Section 3) include generic type control systems. These systems
have been digitally coded and included in the simulation.
Report Section 4 presents the detailed analytical formulations which were
derived and digitally simulated to provide an automated method of dynamic analysis.
These formulations and corresponding simulations were derived for two study
phases. The first study phase considered only the rigid body dynamics of the
space station; while the second study phase included the flexible body dynamics
of space station as well as the rigid and flexible dynamics of spinning space
stations. Required input to the simulation includes the vibration mode data
associated with the controllable and non-controllable appendages, and the space
station. Therefore, extensive structural analyses were performed on the
structures in support of the study work and analyses results are presented in
Report Section 5. Appendix A presents detailed information and structural
analyses data associated with the models utilized.
Verification analyses performed with the simulation are presented in Report
Section 6. These analyses used simple structural configurations for the sub-
sequent comparison with the simulation. Numerous documents were written
during the course of this study which present interim study results and user
information for the simulations.
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2. SPACE STATION/SOLAR ARRAY
STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS
The formulation of an interaction analysis method for the determination
of solar array structural requirement required structural concept definitions
for purposes of providing analytical baselines. By direction from NASA/LRC,
two solar array configurations were specified as analytical baselines for this
study. One configuration consisted of the flexible rollup array studied by
the Lockheed Missile and Space Company(Reference 2. l) and is sized to meet
a 100 kilowatt power requirement. An initial version of the fully extended array
and space station configurations is shown in Figure 2-1. The other solar
array configuration which was used in this study was the foldout panel concept
shown in Figure 2-2. The structural configuration of this array is based upon
a Boeing Aircraft Corporation design which was proposed for a Mars mission
vehicle. This design was updated to meet the 100 kw power requirement and
to meet the geometrical constraints of the space station's shroud for the launch
phase of powered flight. These two array configurations were utilized to derive
structural vibration mode data which are required in the implementation of
the dynamic interactions analysis.
A space station configuration concept utilized was that presented by the
North American Rockwell Corporation (NAR) in Reference 2. 2. .The config-
uration is comprised of one or more modules which can be assembled in space
in "cruciform" and "bar bell" arrangements. Typical arrangements are depicted
in Figure 2-3. The specific arrangement of modules analyzed for vibration
mode properties, is that given in Figure 2-4. It is comprised of a power boom,
a core module, and eight attached modules arranged in a cruciform configuration.
An artificial "G" space station configuration was also chosen and analyzed and
is shown in Figure 2-5.
An updated version of the rollup solar array configuration was also analyzed.
This design was configured by Lockheed under Contract NAS9-11039. A review
of their study is given in Reference 2. 3 and a sketch of the array is shown in
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Figure 2-6. It is comprised of a series of 10 flexible solar cell substrates
deployed with a center boom andtensioned between an inner and outer boom.
During a proposed artificial "G" mode of operation, the roll up array con-
figuration is changed to that shown in Figure 2-7. All array configurations
were analyzed for cantilever vibration mode properties.
REFERENCES
Reference 2. 1 - "Space Station Solar Array Technology Program Mid-
Term Review", Lockheed Missile and Space Company, May 1971.
Reference 2. 2 - "Modular Space Station - Phase B Extension, First
Quarterly Review", Nirth American Rockwell, Space Division, PDS-71-2,
May 1971.
Reference 2 . 3 - "Space Array Technology Evaluation Program, Second
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Figure 2-7 Artificial "G" Rollup Solar Array Configuration
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3. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
j-:i
3. 1 SPACE STATION ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
The guidance and control system for the North American space station
incorporates two generic types of control laws/torquers for attitude control.
A control moment gyro (CMG) control system is used for precision attitude
stabilization without the need for propellant expenditure. A reaction jet control
system (RCS) is used for reference attitude acquisition maneuvers and for
momentum desaturation, as required, for the CMG system.
The attitude control requirements as given in Reference 3. 1 during
zero G operations are as follows:
o Stabilization of the Station, prior to manning, to an accuracy of
±5 degrees
o Stabilization during initial docking to an accuracy of ±1 degree
• Stabilization during routine experiment operations to a ±0. 25
degree attitude tolerance, and with angular rate excursions below
0. 05 degree per second.
3. 1. 1 CMG CONTROL SYSTEM
The CMG control system has been designed by the General •
Electric Company for North American.
A simulation model has been developed and is based upon a
number of reports provided by G. E. A block diagram of this simulation model
as given in Reference 3. 2 is presented in Figure 3-1. The detailed equations
for the control law are in accordance with the system selected by GE, which
i
can be characterized as follows. It consists of three two-degree-of-freedom
control moment gyros with parallel outer gimbals and with their momentum
vectors initially equally spaced in the orbit plane. This configuration permits
simpler steering laws and a planar, rather than three dimensional, anti-hangup
law.
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Reference 3. 1 indicates that this control system has a natural fre-
quency of 1. 414 Hz and a damping ratio of 0. 707. It was found that during the
performance of various digital simulations, that a relatively small numerical
integration interval (At = .005 second) was required to stabilize solutions to
motion equations when the CMG was chosen as the active control system. This
was due to high frequencies of inner control loops. Since small integration
time steps were required for stability of solution with the CMG of Reference 3. 2,
a simpler system for the control structural motions was also derived to
represent CMG controlling torques. This system which was suggested by NAR,
produces a more efficient computer simulation time to real time ratio when the
CMG is chosen as the active control. It is programmed in the simulation as
represented by the diagram shown in Figure 3-2. It is comprised of a lead-lag
compensator, a constant multiplying the moment of inertia properties of the
spacecraft under investigation and an output torque limiter. The time constants
of the lead-lag compensator, the constant multiplying spacecraft inertia and
the limiting torque are allowed as input quantities to the control subroutine in
the simulation. This simplified representation thus allows a certain degree of
flexibility when analyzing general space station configurations. The commanded
position angle is obtained from parameters calculated within the computer
program (Reference 3. 3). The actual angle is calculated within the program
logic and is comprised of rigid plus flexible spacecraft body structural
motions. Since space station structural flexibility is considered in the feed-
back control loop, the position of angle sensors and angular rate within the
structural system is allowed to be specified. In like manner, the position of
the control torque is specified so that generalized modal torques produced by
the control system can be considered as input to modal degrees of freedom.
A simple wobble damper control representation is included in the
simulation for control of spinning structural configurations. It consists of a
single degree-of-freedom control moment gyro with its gimbal axis along
the nominal spin axis and its momentum vector normal to that axis. With
reference to Figure 3-3, the spinning structural system is considered to be
about the X axis. The control moment gyro is torqued so that its momentum
3-2
vector h always lags the wobble rate, w_, by 90 . A correction torque is
applied to the space station which is equal to the following.
An increase in the nominal spin rate also occurs to the correction wobble
torque and is given as
T '= — ^~ Y hS T .
The magnitudes of parameters associated with the wobble damper control sys-
tem are an option when performing the simulation of a spinning space station.
3. 1. 2 REACTION JET CONTROL SYSTEM (RCS)
The reaction jet control system (RCS) is used for reference
attitude acquisition maneuvers, momentum unloading of the control moment
gyro, and as an alternate to the CMG for controlling the attitude of the space
station. A RCS is composed of four thruster modules and each module has
four thrusters. The modules are located at the periphery of a space station,
as shown in Figure 3-4. All sixteen thrusters compose a fully redundant
three axes attitude control system.
A jet thrust level is indicated in Reference 3. 1 to be 10 pounds
in order to provide the same torque magnitude with the RCS as with the CMG
control system. Reference 3.1 further states that this small jet size requires
significant pulse durations for most maneuvers and thus should minimize the
need for a minimum impulse provision which was a major problem area for
Apollo. Expected orbit makeup (correction) firing times are indicated to range
from 7 to 14 seconds. Reference 3. 1 indicates that the preprocessing electronics
for the RCS sums the outer loop attitude and rate signals with any attitude
maneuver command signals. It also includes the phase-plane deadband logic
which then feeds the jet drive electronics.
Based upon the foregoing information, a suitable model of the
RCS for the North American space station should be as depicted in Figure 3-5.
Because of the indicated compaf able torque levels of the CMG control system
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and the RCS (and the low thrust levels and relatively long firing times) the
former will represent a dynamic excitation element for the space station/array
that is comparable to the latter. All maneuvers using the RCS are performed
by firing two thrusters as a couple. The primary thrusters for each maneuver
are selected by choosing the pair of thrusters with the longest lever arm.
The torque equations in the simulation of a rigid space station,










K0 ' e K-
K 0 + K- 0Q e Q
where
TR, Tp, TY are the torques applied to the space station about the
roll, pitch and yaw axes respectively.
BR, Bp, BY are the torque dead bands for each axis
Kg is the gain proportional to the space station angle error
K£ is the gain proportional to the space station rate about each axis
<*>e»et'^« are the angle errors in roll, pitch and yaw respectively
4>, 9,^ are the space station rates in roll, pitch and yaw.
These equations are used in the RCS digital subroutine
in the simulation to develop the control torques for the thruster system.
This proportional control system, when used as an alternate to the CMG control
systern, will permit more economical computation of the interaction dynamics.
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Since the computerized method of simulating space station
motions was modified in Phase II study efforts to account for space station
flexibility, the reaction jet control system in the simulation consists of six
individual constant-thrust-magnitude thrusters at specified structural locations
to control the three angular rigid body motions. Location of each thruster,
thrust magnitude and thrust direction, are allowed to be specified prior to
performing a simulation. Program logic computes the generalized forces
into space station modal degrees of freedom using other appropriate input
structural mode constants. The typical applied torque equation is
T = K ' K E C - E D B )
where
T = output torque of the reaction jets at any given time for which the
computed "error" is E .
K •= torque capability of the reaction jets
1( )= unit step function having the value zero for negative or zero argu-
ments and the value unity for positive arguments.




where K1 and K are input constants and <£ and w are attitude and1 £*
rate errors of the space station respectively.
E = deadband threshold level for equivalent attitude/rate error which
LJJD
determines when tha reaction jets are active.
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3.2 SOLAR ARRAY ORIENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM (PCS)
The operating characteristics of the Orientation Control System (OCS)
for the solar arrays being considered in this study effort can have a major
impact on the latter's design requirements. Hence, in developing an analysis
method to evaluate the design of such arrays, the significant dynamic character-
istics of the OCS must be properly modeled. Two generic types of OCS drive
systems have been considered and are characterized by the following:
• The continuous array drive system
• The non-linear (bang-bang) drive system.
3. 2. 1 CONTINUOUS ARRAY DRIVE SYSTEM
A block diagram of the continuous OCS is shown in Figure 3-6.
The difference between the commanded array angle and actual array angle are
used to generate the angle error signal. This error signal is then filtered by
the provided compensation in the control loop. The array angular rate 9 is
multiplied by the back EMF coefficient K_, and added (negatively) to the filtered
B
error signal. This gives the effective drive signal for the motor. The drive
motor is modeled as a first order lag with K as the torque gain of the motor
and TM as the motor time constant. The output torque of the motor is reduced
by the friction in the reduction gear unit as shown by the K feedback loop.
The effective torque of the motor is increased by the ratio of the reduction gear
and delivered to the solar array. To determine the stability of the OCS, the
solar array is assumed to be rigid and have an inertia I about is axis of
rotation.
To assess the effects of the two rate feedback loops in Figure 3-6
the value of K^ and TM were compared for 9 equalto orbital rate. The
results showed KG to be significantly smaller than T and hence the K
-t M F
feedback loop can be dropped from the simulation without any loss of gener-
ality. This is generally expected to occur for this class of control systems.
With one of the feedback loops removed, the OCS continuous drive model can
be simplified. The drive mechanism can then be modeled by two first order
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filters to smooth the array angle error and rate signals. The two signals
are -weighted by the appropriate gains and added together. The sum is then
filtered by a third first order filter (i.e. , the motor) where the gain of the
filter is the product of the torque gain of the motor and the gear ratio of the
drive system. This is shown schematically in Figure 3-7.
To evaluate the stability of the continuous drive OCS, the
T-2170 Inland torque motor is assumed as the prime mover in the system.
The characteristics of this motor are generally representative of the class
of DC torque motors that would be suitable for the array drive system. These
characteristics are:
_3
L 3 x 10 Henrys
K = 18.9 oz-in/amp
R = 3.3 ohms
K = 1. 3 volts /rad/ secB
The motor gain and time constant are defined as




 = Liyt/R =0.00091 sec.
A larger torque motor than required was chosen to allow the motor to operate
near its rated speed without an unusually high gear reduction ratio.
The chosen motor requires the use of a 6800:1 reduction gear.
r —
The open loop transfer function of the simplified continuous
drive OCS is given by equation 1.
J_ G,S> KeKMKG . ( Equation 1)
_
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The steady state hang off error for the system when following
a velocity input (orbit rate) is given by equation 2.
0 (Equation 2)
e - c
O O ' '•-•
lim S G (S)
S — *0
Hence, by selecting a suitable steady state following error,
the value of K0 can be determined. The steady state error is chosen to be
1 degree for the determination of KQ . This is somewhat tighter than
required but it allows for other components in the system to contribute to
the steady state error without exceeding the desired overall system value.
Substituting equation 1 into equation 2 gives an expression for KQ in terms
of known quantities.
Ke = KBKG e (Equation 3)
e
ss
Using the values for K , K , and e previously given and assuming an
-D \J SS
orbit period of 100 minutes, the gain of the loop compensation is
Ke = 5 3 0
The time constant for the loop compensation is selected by
restricting the maximum overshoot to be less than 1 db. Using the charac-
teristics of the T-217C
Equation 1 reduces to
2
70 torque motor and an array inertia of 77,000 slug ft ,
G(s) = /166.8T (Equation 4)
when all small terms are neglected. An appropriate time constant for equation
4 is
« 0. 01 sec.
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The values presented in this section are considered repre-
sentative of the continuous drive control system. If other values are desired,
provisions are available to include them in the digital simulation.
3 .2 .2 NON-LINEAR DRIVE SYSTEM
The non-linear drive OCS is similar to the continuous drive
system with the exception that the control logic is operated in an on-off
manner. When the error signal exceeds some pre-selected threshold value,
the motor is turned on until the array is driven to the null position at which
point the motor is switched off. The time that the motor takes to reach its
running speed when switched on is very small compared to the total time that
the rnotor is operated to drive the array back to the null position. Similarly,
the time the motor takes to coast to a stop when the power is turned off is
small compared to its total on-time. This would allow the motor to be modeled
as a square wave rate generator, i. e., when the motor is commanded on, the
array begins rotating at a constant velocity and when the motor is commanded
off the array stops rotating.
A non-linear orientation control drive system has been formu-
lated by the Ball Brothers Research Corporation (Reference 3. 4), and this
system is included as a control subroutine in the simulation. It is represented
by the diagram shown in Figure 3-8. Values of the various constants shown
are those received as representative of the BBRC system. In order that
simulations could be performed with the many constants varied as parameters,
the following were allowed to be input variables to the program subroutine
representing this system.
e Deadband angle
• Bus Voltage Generator time constant,
• Bus Voltage Generator amplification constant, A
• Motor Gain (K N/R)
e Coulomb Friction
• Scaling constant, G
3-9
• Gear Ratio, K(j
• Back EMF
The relative velocity vector and angular error are computed by
the simulation program for the space station rigid body and flexible degrees
of freedom and the solar array degrees of freedom.
3.3 REFERENCES
Reference 3. 1. "Solar-Powered Space Station Preliminary Design, "
Vol. Ill, Guidance and Control Subsystem, North American Rockwell,
July 1970.
Reference 3. 2. "Preliminary Synthesis and Simulation of the Selected
CMG Attitude Control System, " G. E. Report EL-506-D, 5 March 1970.
Reference 3.3. "Small Eccentricities or Inclinations in the Brower
Theory of the Artificial Satellite, " R. H. Lyddane, Astronomical
Journal, Vol. 68, No. 8, Octiber 1963, pg. 555.
Reference 3. 4. "Space Station Solar Array Technology Evaluation
Program, " Second Topical Report, Lockheed Missile and Space
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- Gimbal Rate of CMC
- Momentum Vector
- Spin Axis Component of Spin Rate
- Transverse Component of Spin Rate
Applied Torques
Tc =_(«•> s +&) *h (opposes »T)
Ts = - w x h (increases spin rate)
FIGURE 3-3 Wobble Damper Control Torques
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4. DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS ANALYSIS FORMULATION
AND DIGITAL SIMULATION
Three phases of interaction analysis formulations and corresponding
simulations resulted during the study period. Separate digital simu-
lations and the associated user information were derived on the basis of
each analytical formulation . The formulations are categorized by the
following:
• Rigid space station with two flexible controllable appendages
in a zero "G" orbit environment
• Flexible space station with two flexible controllable appen-
dages and four flexible non-controllable appendages in a zero
"G" orbital environment
• Flexible space station with four flexible non-controllable
appendages in an artificial "G" orbital environment.
A detailed description and derivation of each of the formulations that
were digitally programmed are contained in the following report subsections.
4. 1 RIGID SPACE STATION/FLEXIBLE CONTROLLED APPENDAGES
The interaction dynamics study simulation is designed to determine the
effects of important solar array structural characteristics on the motion of
an orbiting space station. Two flexible solar arrays are connected to the
space station by means of rigid driver assemblies which are totally con-
strained in translation and allowed two rotational degrees of freedom for
each driver about the attachment point. The array drivers are rotated to
obtain the desired sun/solar array aspect. The space station is attitude
stabilized by a Control Moment Gyro System (CMC) which is augmented by
a reaction control system to provide maneuver capability and "momentum
dumping". The simulation model utilized for this system is described below:
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The space station and the two rigid array drivers are each
modeled as rigid bodies with each of the rigid drivers per-
mitted to rotate about the spacecraft attachment points along
an axis parallel to the spacecraft roll axis and an axis normal
to that in the plane of the solar array. The rigid array driver
rotation may be additionally constrained in rotational freedom
by user input to the digital simulation.
The flexible array is modeled by the synthetic modes tech-
nique of Likins (Reference 4. 1), i .e. , the array is modeled in
terms of a finite number of orthogonal cantilever modes suit-
ably augmented by six synthetic modes to assure that the steady
state (rigid) conditions for constant acceleration are met. The
appendage equation is an exact formulation which includes all
accelerations of the appendage base. In accord with the syn-
thetic modes approach, the effect of the two flexible arrays
upon the rigid body system is obtained in the form of the equi-
valent force and torque exerted by the flexible arrays upon the
system by the modal accelerations. The effects of the rigid
system motion upon the flexible arrays is accounted for by system
acceleration in the appendage equation of each array.
Maneuver and attitude control of the space station together with
the solar array orientation control are modeled in terms of the
appropriate time varying forces and torques produced by closed loop
guidance equations. The guidance and steering commands are computed
external to the dynamics section and provide the space station with a
fixed orientation relative to orbit coordinates.
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Formulation of these equations is given in the Command and
Control description.
• The array driver gear train for the axis parallel to the space
station roll axis is modeled as an ideal mechanical transformer
referenced to the spacecraft side of the gear train. The other
driver axis is directly driven. Either axis of both drivers may
be locked,
o The simulation orbit generator uses Lyddane's method for
near earth orbits which may be circular. (Ref. 4 .2) .
A block diagram representation of^the simulation program is presented
in the following where important logical switches and function interconnection
have been delineated (Figures 4-1 thru 4-5).
4. 1. 1 CONVENTIONS AND COORDINATE SYSTEMS
The coordinate systems given below represent the main com-
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Figure 4-3 Blk 2 - Major Cycle Flow Chart
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Figure 4-5 Blk 4 - Integration Package Flow Chart
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4. 1. 1. 1 COORDINATE FRAME 1




X_ - In equatorial plane
pointing at Aries
Z - Points to geocentric
north pole
Y - Provides right handed
set in order X , Y , Z
4. 1. 1. 2 COORDINATE FRAME 2

















R - directed along geocenter to space station radius vector
N - normal to orbit plane
T - completes right handed set (R, T, N)
* . 4
where .TL - longitude of ascending node
i - orbital 'inclination
9 - sum of argument of perigee (w), plus the true anomaly (i /)
C,S - cosine and sine functions
»
As indicated above, the Euler rotations are aboit the Z , the X^ and the N axis where
i . 1 1
is the X axis after rotation through^-,
4. 1. 1. 3 COORDINATE FRAME 3
Commanded Space Station Coordinates
The desired space^station orientation X , Y , Z represent, in order,
c c c
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the commanded orientation of the space station roll, pitch and yaw axes. The vehicle
command orientation is related to the R, T, N set by means of three Euler rotations:
a about T axis
3 about N axis
Y about X (commanded roll) axis























4. 1. 1. 4 COORDINATE FRAME 4
Actual Space Station Coordinates
The actual orientation of the space station is similarly related to the
RTN frame by a set of Euler angles a, j3, y . The order of rotations is the same as














X ,Y ,Zg - actual roll, pitch, and yaw axes of the
space station.
a, B, Y - Euler angles





4. 1. 1. 5 COORDINATE FRAME 5
Solar Array Driver Coordinates
Each rigid solar array driver is constrained to rotate about an axis
parallel to the space station roll (X ) axis and about the array vane (Z ) axis where
the resultant set of axes for the first driver are X. , Y. and Z. as shown below.
Al Al Al
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X - commanded roll axis
YC - commanded pitch axis
Z - commanded yaw axis
aci3c»Yc - commanded Euler angles
















The second rigid driver nominally has the same Y. axis as




 i . o















is normal to the plane of the (1,2) array and is pointed to the sun.
is normal to the space station roll axis and in the plane of the array.




X - makes X , Y , Z a right' handed set.A (1,2) A A A
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4. 1. 1. 6 COORDINATE FRAME 6
Control Moment Gyro Orientation
The Control Moment Gyro is oriented with respect to the spacecraft























Transformation from outer gimbal axes to inner gtmbal axes is treated in the discussion






.a = tan-I /"
CA 15
-1 If6 » sin 1LA 12















I = i coordinate frame
0 - space station basis
1,2 - driver bases
w = rotation of i rigid body about its C of G.
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_. 1. 2 INITIALIZATION PROCEDURES
4.1.2.1 GENERAL INITIALIZATION PROCEDURES
The program is capable of Initializing the simulation with any of
the integrals or key parameters to user specified values. The input will utilize the
Namelist feature of FORTRAN IV and the default (no input data) will be to use the
values given in the Data Statements. Such a procedure will assure that any run will
not fail because of omitted data and is at the same time extremely flexible.
4. 1. 2. 2 DIRECTION COSINE INITIALIZATION
Space Station Commanded Attitude (C )
c
The basic philosophy used for space station orientation is "belly down"
or earth pointing attitude control. Therefore the desired orientation can be specified
in terms of the three Euler angles given in Section 1, a about T, /? about N' and 7
c c c
about R" (or yaw). Specification of these three commanded angles will give any
desired space station attitude with respect to the (R,T,N) orbit unit vector set. The
steps in computing (C ), the direction cosine matrix of desired space station orienta-
C
tion are as follows:
A. Computation of Inertial to. RTN Direction Cosine
Matrix (Cg)
/\ iC » 1C
where IT is the vector
IR I1 1
 position o f t h e orbiting
space station in EC1 co-
^ V . 7 ordinates and V is the
V = • „ • ' . , ' •i Z i vector velocity.













Mote that IC! J is computed throughout the simulation.[=.]•
B. Computation of the Commanded Attitude Matrix (C )
AC





CBC CYC SBC Sac
Ca
SY,, SB,. GO. -SY SB Sa
'c Kc c 'c c c
CY Sa -SY CB CY Ca
c c c c 'c c
where
(Command S/S «- RTN)
C and S imply cosine and sine respectively. (C ) is computed once, at the
start of the simulation.
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C. Computation of the Command Direction Cosine Matrix (Cc)
'Ac
([C ] is computed throughout the simulation)
in which the commanded roll axis unit vector and com-





Space Station Attitude (C )
T •
Initial Initial
where [C.] is the direction cosine matrix of actual space
station attitude relative to the RTN set. This matrix
is identical in structure to the [CAcJ matrix except
that a, 8 and y are used in place of a. 3 . and Y
•p C C C




The solar array drivers are allowed to rotate about an axis parallel
to the roll axis and about the array vane axis. In addition, the two vane axes are 180
degrees apart and the two axes normal to the arrays are parallel. Therefore only two
angles are needed to specify the direction cosines of both arrays relative to the space-
craft. 0 is the rotation of the vane axis of Driver 1 about the space station roll axis.
A
. °
*A is the rotation of the solar array about the vane axis.
VA1






























4 1. 3 RIGID BODY EQUATIONS OF MOTION
4. 1. 3. 1 GENERAL RIGID BODY DYNAMICS FORMULATION
The space station and the rigid array drivers are modeled as a sub-
system of interconnected rigid bodies whose motion is described by the Newton-
Euler equations of motion. This is shown in Figure 4. 6. As stated earlier the
effect of appendage dynamics is modeled as an external force and torque. The






F + FAj R
x FR
TJ + TAC + TCMG
o Hinged Body Moment
— (I, (CG,))
dt J J '
 TAJ rJ X FH.
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Index of solar array. J is equal to
1 or 2
. T. - are the force and torque exerted by the
T J
' flexible array on each rigid driver
T. - torque exerted on spacecraft by rigid
C driver along constrained axes
mT - total system mass
ON - .Newtonian reference point
OB - Spacecraft reference point
_,_ - Space Station center of gravity
CGcyc " Center of gravity for the entire rigid
body system
THCGj - Center of gravity for the J rigid
driver
IT - Distance space station has moved from
unperturbed orbital position
FR - External force anplied by reaction
control system














Vector from space station reference
point to hinge point for rigid drivers
and CMC package
vector from the respective hinge point
THto the J rigid body (on space station)
vector from space station reference
point to rocket location








hinge torque on J driver produced by
control system
(r_ - h~T) hinge force moment armO «J




implies differentiation w.r.t. an inertial
reference frame
control torque exerted by the control
moment gyros
Before proceeding further, it is instructive to present the
principal coordinate frames and direction cosine identities











is the vector basis defined by unit vectors
in the X, Y, Z directions
is the vector basis defined by unit vectors
along X , Y and Z directions
S o . S
THis the vector basis for the .i solar
array
T
indicates that the transpose of the matrix
is required.
We have previously shown how the C«, C, and C2
matrices are initialized in terms of Euler angles. The
updating of these time varying matrices during the course











are the rotational rates about L coordinate frame axes (i = 0,1,2).
For i equals zero, these rates are the spacecraft roll, pitch and
yaw rates.
This equation is derived in Section 4. 1. 7. The four vector equations presented may
now be formulated as a matrix equation in a convenient coordinate frame. In the
equations that follow the space station frame was chosen for the system force and
space station moment equations. Each driver moment equation is written in terms of
driver coordinates.
In the following formulation the square brackets used to denote a matrix are
dropped and it is assumed that all quantities given are in matrix format. A few
useful identities are given below.
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A x B •+ AB
AB = -BA
mn
R0 + 2 WQ RQ + (WQ W Q +W O ) RQ
. .
: j fw j WJ+WJ- rJ
2 W0 CJ WJ rJ
(SYSTEM FORCE)














W * W) (R 2w
(2wQ Ca w. + WQ WQ Cj + WQ
*'

















The "apparent" (space station
referenced) acceleration of the
space station reference point
and its .first two integrals.
m
/mn
THInertia tensor of the J rigid
driver referenced to the driver
basis and center of gravity.
Space station inertia tensor
referenced to the space station
basis and center of gravity.





4. 1. 3. 2 MATRIX FORMULATION OF RIGID BODY DYNAMICS
The equations developed must now be rearranged in a form suitable
• * *•
for solution. This involves formulating the problem in terms of coefficients of R ,
• • •
w , w and w and then inverting the coefficient matrix to obtain these derivatives.0 1 2
In addition some changes are required in the form of the equations to
obtain the following model requirements:
• The rotational motion of the rigid solar array drivers is constrained
to motion about an axis parallel to the spacecraft roll axis and an axis
in the plane of the solar array normal to the space station roll axis.
• The gear ratio for the array rotation in the roll direction is explicitly
incorporated into the moment equations by considering all array driver
rotation on the space station side of the gear train.
In effect, this reduces the three equations for each rigid driver to
two, the first of which is solved for the scalar variable w.. which is the driverAi
rotation referred to the space station side of the gear box. The roll axis rotation
of the driver is taken to be the orbit adjustment while the rotation about the array
axis of symmetry is considered nominally to be the seasonal adjustment.
In addition the effect of the constrained axis of driver rotation (rotation
about an axis normal to the roll axis and the vane or Z. axis) must be included in theA
Space Station Moment Equation. This is done by solving for the constraint torque in
.1 •
terms of R and w and adding the terms in these variables to the equation of space
station moment to obtain the set of ten scalar equations presented on the following















w i iu L_ 1
i























Direction cosine matrix (3x3) relat





direction cosines relating array basis
to normally unconstrained axes
direction cosines relating array basis
to normally constrained axes
3x1 vectors in space station basis
giving hinge position from reference
point
inertia matrices of space station,
driver 1 and driver 2 respectively.
Each is expressed in its own basis
gear ratio for array driver orbit adjust
mechanism
> 1
vector from driver CG to appendage
connection point given in the driver
basis
masses of array drivers and total
system respectively
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R - vector from Newtonian reference to
space station reference point in
space station basis
r - vector from reference point to space
station CG in space station basis
r,, r2 - vectors from hinge point to driver
CG in the driver basis
r,' , r- • • - vectors from hinge point to space
station CG
WQ - rotation rate of space station
w,, w- - rotation rate of rigid driver (on
array side of gear train)
WA1» WA2 " T°tation rate of rigid driver on
space station side of gear box
[ ] - matrix equivalent of vector cross
product
y, , y, - mass fractions m, m7
in-,
4-25









[Cj*]' J KG 0
0 1





[I ] is the identity matrix,








X3 ° ' Xl
;X2 x i °_
KG is the gear ratio for the array driver
[c^ ]1
Trr *il




C-, is the direction cosine between the X space station
axis (roll) and XA^










Equation Set II - Space Station Rotation
[ A ] R ] + . [ A ] w ] « • [ A ] w ] + [ A ] w2 0
[A] -[r] +' [C**] (-[rj] +' [C**] [r2] [C2]T) ;




[rj [C^ 1 (RO] + hj.]
{^ 1 [C2]T (RQ] •+ h2]
[A1Q] = + BI [r{]





j] I ) )
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[Io] V * I/KG 0 0













[w0j [i0] (ROJ + h2])y 2 f;0] RO]
(2 [wQ] [C2] [w2] + [i0] [w0] [C2]) r




FH2^ " are *ne ^inSe force equations less
the linear terms in RQ , WQ, and w.
The terms in C** represent the effect of the normally constrained
rigid driver axis moment on the space station moment equation
+Cil2
C** lCil2
1,2 gives the projection of constrained axis
TH
component of the i driver variables onto
the space station-axes.
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Equation Set III.- Rigid Driver 1 Dynamics
The dynamics of the X., and Y., axes are restricted
to rotation about the Xg direction.
[A3] R0] w ] ' + [ A ] w ] . + . [ A 1 w ] = F ]n 15








- m1 [rj [rj) [CJ]
[A15] - 0
F,] f l /KG Ol [C*;
I o i]
L]j KG
w n l J w i J
wj)
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Equation Set IV - Rigid Driver 2 Dynamics
V + [A12* "All + tA16] WA2J = F4)
[A4] = + [C*] m2 [r2] [C2]
I/KG
0




[C$] ( [ I 2 ] - n>2 [r2] [ r2]) [CJ]
I/KG 0
0 1
[C5] T»,l + [CJA2 KG
(IC2]T wQ]f w2] - [r2] [C2]T
Cw] - l 1 w
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where
















4. 1. 3. 3 APPLICATION OF ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The constraint torque Imposed by the rigid driver axis simultaneously
normal to the roll axis and the array vane axis has been incorporated into simulation
by:
o Solving the driver equations for the constraint torque about the locked
axis. ••"
TCon=f (V V V V V
• The moment applied to the space station is the negative of this con-
• i •
straint torque which is applied by combining the terms in R and w
with those of A0 and A. for the unconstrained case and adding the2 b
remaining terms to F0.£
This results, as we have previously noted, in the addition of a set of terms preceded
by C** which is the direction cosine matrix relating the normally constrained driver
axis to the space station axes.
We could perform the same procedure for additional constraints
imposed by the user and solve a further reduced matrix. However, since the values
of these constraints are of real interest for engineering analysis an alternative
scheme is utilized: ,
• The matrix equation for the affected axis is changed from an equation
•• « . •< •
in R , w and w to an equation in R , w and T , the constraint
0 0 A 0 v) O
torque. In other words, we now solve for the constraint torque instead
of the rotational acceleration.
In terms of matrix changes the appropriate row of matrix A and A11 16
is changed to/-I 0| if the axis parallel to the roll axis is constrained
or [ 0 -11 if the vane axis is constrained.
Since the affected matrix variable is now constraint torque, the columns
of A and A. are changed to give the projection of the negative of con-
straint torque in space station coordinates. If the vane axis is constrained,
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and both are changed accordingly if the drivers are completly locked.
4.1.4 FLEXIBLE ARRAY DYNAMICS
4. 1. 4. 1 GENERA!, FORMULATION OF A FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE EQUATION
The model for the flexible array dynamics is adapted from the synthetic
modes approach developed by Likens in Reference 4.1. The utilization of orthogonal
modes augmented by a set of synthetic modes is an attractive approach for simulating
the dynamics of large, driven, flexible structures from both a modeling and a compu-
tational efficiency viewpoint. The geometry of the system considered is shown in
Figure 4-7. • . • • > • •
Major Assumptions and Conventions
• Each flexible array utilizes the basis associated with the rigid driver
to which it is fixed. This is the basis in which the equations are solved.
• The particle masses have: negligible inertias about fcheir respective CG's
• The appendage deflections are sufficiently small that conventional
structural analysis is valid; i.e., the system is linear.
THForce on i Particle
F. m.


















































































In order to simplify the notation in the following list:
R
W0 = CJ W0 CJ
Fi= mi
R + (W
 t W W) (RQ Q 0
2w
2 (WQ + Wj) Ui + U.
r. + U.;
J=l,2 i=l,2....n
Because of the linear elastic properties of the flexible array
the force FT is also related to the deformation of the arrayj , . ' • t
and the applied loads:
[M] q + [K] q - - [G] q - [B] q + L
where
U,1 U/ U22 U,2- - -U/ U/
K is the symmetric stiffness matrix
















f t 0 0 0 0
3x3























Rj = Ro - ( R o - * hj> wo
W
L = -1 [R + M r wn












































Conversion to Normal Coordinates
There exists a unique orthogonal transformation
which has the following properties:
a. <fr M [E]
b.
such that
q (R,t) - 4>(R) n(t)
A finite number of cantilever modes (<fr) satisfying (a)
and (b) are utilized to transform the appendage equation:
—TPremultiplying by $ we have
? •T - n * ?T
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jjf n, n are N x 1 matrices where
N is the number of cantilevered modes utilized. Note that a modal damping term has
been arbitrarily inserted in the classic manner of structural analysis.
Now since the appendage mass, mode shape, and geometry are all known a
priori and remain invariant, the appendage equation can be reformulated to reduce
the required computational effort
— -— —2






are N x 1 vectors
4.1.4.2 ADDITION OF SYNTHETIC MODES
A particularly important term in the Appendage Equation is the next
to the last term A" U where
- r
OEt









M - Appendage massA
I. - Apendage inertiaA
PA - Centroid vector for appendage relative to attachment point.
T TSince Ax Ax £ A A, the rigid or steady state representation of the appendage is
inaccurate. In order to circumvent this difficulty, synthetic modes may be added in
terms of additional rows for A x .
I
Let A = A x
A"
^
The synthetic modes are then defined as
To avoid impacting the frequency range of interest the following procedures is utilized:
(as}MIN y> °MAX
£s > • 71.
The synthetic modes are computed in terr.-.s of a difference equation to avoid potential
integration instability:
•' ns(NT)-...aA"U(\TV+ bA**U(NT-T)
-d n s (NT-T) -e n s (NT-2T)
for each synthetic mode. '
Six synthetic modes will be employed, each one will be chosen to satisfy the
constraints for a given column and thus the first synthetic mode will have six co-









Forces and Torques Induced by the Flexible Appendage (from Likins)
•T ' ' • . :
E
E E
where f x and 1x are respectively, the force and torque upon the rigid driver.
Let
OE
T 2A' = -A a n (for ideal A)
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"or the case where A Is approximated by a finite number of cantilever modes augmented
by the synthetic modes as discussed earlier
—T —2 —
- A o n
z:T = IA A
where
F2n TH
- external force Impressed upon J rigid driver (F )AJ
T •) TH
~fil Q^« - external torque impressed upon J rigid driver (T)
2 • • ' •*
Difference Equation Formulation for Synthetic Modes
Given an equation of the form
•' • •
q "£ 3. G "£ D G = F ft^.
•™ ^ ^ \ /»
A difference equation formulation utilizing a staircase step representation of F(t)
can be readily obtained by the use of Z transform theory. The equivalent block
diagram corresponding to this approach is shown in the following figure.









C(NT) - Output of system to staircase step representation of F(t)
at t = NT
T - Sampling interval
S - I^aHace transform variable
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Q s Z transformation
a .« a/2
62 = b - a2
A
S[tS+aK + e • - - -1 [S (
S + a
 a
S+a)2 + e'2 (S+a)2 '<
. •






-(S+a)/[(S+o)2 + B2] (Z2 - Ze"aT cos BT)
(Z2 - ZZe'"7 cos BT + e'2aT)
B2] a (Ze'aT sin BT)




 f,nc CT Qe cos pT + e
-Z3 + Z2 (e"aT cos BT - g. e"aT sin BT)
+Z2 - Ze"aT cos BT + £ Ze"aT sin BT)P • _
(Z-l) (Z2 - 2Ze"aT cos BT * e"2aT)
1
E"
Z (l-e"aT cos BT - a/Be""T sin BT)
(e-2aT -eaT cos BT *
ZZ - 2Ze-aT cos BT
sin BT)
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The equivalent difference equation is:
C(NT) = a'j F (NT-T) . + • a'2" F (NT-2T)
-a3 C (NT-T) - a4 C (NT-2T)
tohere
ax » (l-e~°T cos 0T - a/8 e"aT sin »T)
a2 « (e"2otT -e"aT cos 3T + a/0e7aT sin 3T)
a = -2e"aT cos 3T
X(NT) - present sampled value of X
X(NT-T) - previous sampled value of X
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/ " . . ; . . . . • •
4.JL.4. 3 FRESIMULATION COMPUTATIONS
The form of the appendage equation given in the preceding section is:
n" + 2£o r\ + a2 r\ ° -A^ - A3n - A4c - AS - AU
In their most general form these equations require the multiplication
of 3nx3n matrices where n is the number of mass points used to define the appendage.
The form of the mass matrix employed allows considerable simplification of the com-
putation and permits the calculation of a set of coefficients of much reduced order
prior to the actual simulation.
Computation of A , A , A
Z *± D "
From the preceding equation we can define the A1 and A matrices in terms ofA o ' '.




A, = R . , A,
where
n
A - V^ A1" A*A7 f . *V T *Vi mV
^IJJlm fci
£, m - cantilever mode numbers (0 < A,m £ N)
k - mass point number (0 < k• <_ n)
i, J - identify the three components of the
n mode shape displacements (0 < i,J £ 3)
TH
m. - k mass element (0 < k < n)
K • . . ~*
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A. is an Nx3 matrix which multiplies the 3x1 C matrix which
is a summation of rigid acceleration terms
n
*lA 4 n i = L*t yki "lkk*l
cantilever mode number (0 < £, £ N)
component identifier (0 < i £ 3)
The A5 matrix can be reduced to the product of a







L £mv 4>Vi rv-K Kl Kl
where
d,. are rigid acceleration terms
rki are tne coordinates of the undeflected mass
points relative to the attachment point.
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Computation of the A Matrix
The A matrix is an (N+6x6) matrix which is composed entirely of constant
parameters. It is formed by calculating the unaugmented A matrix A^ (Nx6) shown
•. • • • T 'below and augmenting this matrix to obtain the desired A A product.
iE EO E OE
where each b" is a 3 x 3 matrix formed bylT = (r.-H'')1 I I J
The matrix multiplication may be performed yielding the general formula




for I and m such that lf c < N and
n
•'« »«)
for i and m such that IjOlfN and 4<m<6














Six rows will be added to the A "matrix to form the A matrix. These rows will
be added in such a manner so that the new A matrix will? represent the real






































a. M. is the total mass of the flexible appendage
t . . ' " * .
b. PA is the coordinates of the appendage mass











TSince evety element of the A A product has the form:
A2y
We can add a row of augmenting A's to obtain a perfect row
Tin the A A matrix; e.g., add
 (
1 AN+1 1 to ^^ealize ^> 1 element
1 AN+1 2 to i^ealize ^-» 2 element
;and so forth. i
We can perform the same function for the second row and
by making its first entry zero, avoid changing the pre-
viously, obtained result. This process continues until
six rows of augmenting A's have been developed. (The
last row is a single element.);
• ? . ' \ • ' '.'
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The six augmenting A rows are defined by the






A. . A .
1J 1
N














•2)2 J = 3,5
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N+l
A(N+2)4 = 'PA3MA ]C Ai4 Ai2 /A(N+2)2
N+l






A(N+3)4 = PA2MA * 2-r A14 Ai3 /A(N+3)3
N+2





I.,, - 2^ Ai4 Ai4
1/2
N+3
(N+4)5 Ai5 A14 /A(N+4)4
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N+3
(N+4)5 = *A21 Ai5 A14 /A(N+4)4
N+3
A(N+4)6 = XA3i i6 Ai4 /A(N+4)6
(N+S)5
N+4








As we have shown the equations, the inertial
quantities not absorbed by the modal representation
are accounted for by the synthetic modes representation.
For the specific case which we are considering, the
allocation of some of the mass and inertia to the rigid
body driver is advisable. This requires that biased
values of mass, moment of inertia and centrbid location
be used in lieu of the values now used.
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4. 1. 5 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
The STRISS simulation has two principal guidance and control functions:
• The space station is to be oriented with the roll axis normal to the
orbit plane and yaw axis along the negative of the radius vector from
the geocenter to the spacecraft.
• The two solar arrays are driven normal to the space station to sun
line within the limits of permissible array motion.
4 1 5 1 SPACE STATION GUIDANCE
I
Since the commanded attitude is fixed relative to the R, T, N frame,
computation of the space station commands consist of updating the (C ) matrix as a
s
function of orbit position and then multiplying by the constant (C. ) matrix to obtain
AC
the current value of R and P. .
c c
[cc] = [CAC] [cs]
Rn = row 1 of [C ] (Commanded roll axis)
- *
P. = row 2 of [C] (Commanded pitch axis)
where the vectors given above are expressed in inertial coordinates. For the nominal
case where the roll axis is normal to the orbit plane and yaw is along the -R direction,
the required Euler angle commands are:
a = -90°
c
/3 = y = o
c c
4.1.5.2 SOLAR ARRAY GUIDANCE
Orientation commands for the solar array drivers are obtained by
using the cross product of the array Y axis and the earth-to-sun unit vector as an
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error signal. When the Y axis, which is normal to the plane of the solar array,
is pointing toward the sun the error is null. Other orientations result in an error
signal of proper sign being generated. The components of the error signal along

























< J ) A _ . and \|>AP. are the solar array error components alongAc 1 A11 TU
the axes of allowable rotation for the i driver.
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4.1.5.3 SPACE STATION CONTROL
•
•
The space station attitude controls are affected by one of two methods:
Control Moment Gyro (CMG)
Reaction Control System
The program permits the selection of one or the other by setting a
logical flag.
4 1 5.3. 1 Control Moment Gyro (CMG) Dynamics
The CMG modelled in the simulation is the Three Parallel
Mount (3 PM) configuration shown in Figure 4- 8. This CMG and the mathematical
description utilized Were developed by the General Electric Company Defense
Electronics Division (References 4. 3 through 4. 5) and utilizes three individual two
degree of freedom CMG's mounted with their outer gimbal axes parallel. The CMG
is mounted in the spacecraft with the parallel outer gimbal axes aligned with the
space station axis of minimum moment of inertia which is, in the present case, the
roll axis.
CMG COORDINATE FRAMES
The CMG will be mounted in the space station with the following orientation






This orientation assumes that minimum momentum requirement is along the X (roll)
s
npacecraft axis where


































where 6, = 0
62 = 120°
63 = 240°
and the 6's are fixed
a. is the outer gimbal
angle

















































TH r*The I CMC wheel momentum vector, h, in the inner
gimbal space is
h gos YJ_
hz = h sin Yi
h - magnitude of each
CMG momentum













- h cos Y- sin 6.
h cos Y- cos 6.
h sin Yi
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THThe I CMG Inner Gimbal axis Is defined by the following transformation
Inner
Ginbal
cos 0 sin 0. 0











where 6, = 0
62 = 120°
63 = 240°
and the 6's are fixed
o. is the outer gimbal
angle
In the parallel mount configuration employed there are three individual CMG gyros.
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CMC TORQUE EQUATIONS
T = FT = H • + w x H (Torque Equation)
o o o
where
external torque exerted on CMC
o
>
I - change in magnitude of momentum vector in
CMC coordinates
w - rotation rate of CMC in inertial space
g
CMC momentum vector
Awheel * ZGimbal wg
o
FT •y- JGimbal wg
w x R = w^ x E
g g
where
Gimbal is the CMC moment of inertia matrix
(inertia tensor)
• implies the derivative with respect
to inertial 'coordinates




Initially the CMC's have, for the nominal case,




and the net momentum of the system is identically zero
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The torque on the space station is equal to -
•/• •£T = ~ • I * w ^ wout I Gimbal g g x
Performing all computations in the Inner Gimbal space we
have
Tout . = -!Gi Yi + wzi h cos j - wyi h sinxi / .
Toutyi = wxi h sin
T
out . = ~Iro a ~ wx; n cos
where
TH
w. is the total inertial rate of the i CMC gyro
with respect to inertial space
w
xi ' Y + flxl
wyi
w
zi = a + "zi
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cos Q^ sin 6^^ 0














is the rotation rate of vehicle transformed
to inner gimbal space
» * ••
et» YJ «» Y are the scalar derivatives of outer and
























al ^  COS
h sin
ZGo a ' cos
where
inertia tensor of inner gimbal expressed in
the inner gimbal coordinate frame
JG1 inertia matrix of inner gimbal in inner
gimbal coordinate
Go inertia tensor of outer gimbal plus inner
gimbal (suitably transformed) expressed in
inner gimbal coordinates
Go inertia matrix of outer gimbal in inner
gimbal coordinates
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CMC MOTOR TORQUE CONTROL LAW
i ai H cosTM1 -
Ml




 + — -pi
KM2
are the equations for the motor torque for inner and outer gimbals respectively,
where the terms divided by KM1 and KM2 are used to d ecouple the torque motor
dynamics between gimbals in a given CMG. KM1 and KM2 are, respectively, the
Inner and outer torque motor gains. If the motor torque exceeds the stiction torque
plus the reaction torque produced by the CMG motion, the gimbal accelerates
TGIMBAL = TMli ' TREACT1 ' TRUN1-
if











in other words, TREACT is the torque exerted by the gyro
about the inner gimbal axis when the gimbal is not ac-
celerated. . • . •
REACT2 XGo
STICK is the stiction torque








 TGIMBAL = °' it: is necessary to set the gimbal rates
about the affected axes to the component of body rate
on the axis, e.g.
TGIMBAL = ° ^ - nxi , Y - o
(INNER)
TGIMBAL = ° «i = nzi ' ;« = °
(OUTER)
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COMPUTATION OF CMC GIMBAL COMMAND RATES
The terms y . and a . represent the commanded gimbal
rates and are obtained from the following computation:
T • / (T - T ) dt
xc v xe xvj
T »' 7 (T - T ) dtyc v ye yvj
Tzc • ! <Tze ' Tzv' dt
where
If •> is the disturbance torque applied to theI J e
CMC by the control law.
T/--J.. is the torque presently applied by the
gyro to the vehicle
Ypi - -Tzc/3h cos Y
V = Txc cos 6i + Tyc Sln 9i + X
The last term in the second equation represents the torque
term to eliminate "hang-up" or antiparallelism.
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Another term
is added to the inner gimbal commanded angle to assure
an equal distribution of orientation and reduce the

































V Pi unit vectors of roll and pitch axes
in inertial coordinates
OC' iC unit vectors of roll and pitch axes in
in inertial coordinates
error vectors in inertial coordinates
E,] , E-] - 3x1 matrix representation of F, and
2^
T . . .' '-v .•




The computation of the CMC control torque involves
the transformation of the output torque of each CMG to the





cos 6 i - sin 6• 0'
sin 6














4.1. 5. 3. 2 Reaction Control System
A perfect proportional control system is modelled as an
alternative to the Control Moment Gyro. The utilization of this alternative control
system will permit more economical computation of the interaction dynamics.
To L o(22 )
Lo(33)
(K8 4>£ * K6 wro)
(K9 K6
(K6 <J>£ + K6 wya)
K6, K9 are control gains chosen to satisfy
frequency and damping characteristics.
<J> , 8 , and to are computed in identical fashion to that
presented in the previous section.
4.1.5.4 SOLAR ARRAY CONTROL EQUATIONS
The solar array drive controller mechanism consists of two first order
filters which smooth the attitude error and driver rate signals. The two signals are
weighted by appropriate gains, added together and then the sum is filtered by a third
first order lag filter. The control system equations are adaptive with respect to
driver inertia and roll axis gear ratio.
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Filter Input Signals
W12 = b!2 W12 * a!2
"21 = b21 W21 + a21
/\
W22 "• b22 W22 + a22
b!2 *AE1 + a!2 *AE1
b21 *AE2 * a21
*AE2 = b22 *AB2'*
where
TH THJ component of i driver rotation rate
TH4*AE* - roll axis error of i driver
TH
- vane axis error of i driver
X - implies "smoothed" or filtered value of X
X , - implies immediately previous value of X
(INT STEPi1TiJ '
biJ - 1 ' aiJ
T.T - filter time constant
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Computation of Hinge Torque
TC11 = K8A ' hCRO) * *AE1 + K9A
TC12 = K6A ' '1(33) ' *AE1 + K°A ' 'HSS) ' W12
TC21 = K6A ' ^(RO) ' *AE2 + K6A ' ^(RO) ' W21
.
TC22 = K6A ' r2(33) '• *AE2 + KfiA ' :2(33) ' W22
Filtered Hinge Torque
TC11 * b!3 TC11 * a!3
TC12 = b!3 TC12 + a!3 TC12_1
A *
TC21 = b!3 TC21 * a!3 TC21_1
TC22 = b!3 TC22 * a!3 ^22^
where
K6A» ^A " displacement and rate gains
IJ(RO) " root sum scluare (RSS) of 11 and 22
elements of the JTH inertia matrix
divided by KG
THT
 - vane axis moment of inertia for J " .
rigid driver




b!3 - l ' a!3
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4.1.6 ORBIT GENERATOR
The calculation of the space station orbit Is required to perform the previously
specified guidance functions, liyddane's method is employed In this simulation to
obtain the desired orbital state vector. This method provides a closed form of solu-
tion and is much more efficient and economical than numerical integration techniques.
WOliF R & D has developed a standardized "Lyddane's method subroutine which will
be utilized in the simulation. A complete analytic treatment is presented in Reference
4. 2 and will not be repeated here. Ijyddane's method is an extension of Brouwer's
theory which provides closed form solution of orbits from mean orbital elements.
A brief exposition of the method is given below.
» Brouwer/Lyddane Theory
Brouwer's theory utilizes the standard elliptic elements a, e, I, ,
w, M. The end product is typified by




w = "real world" or "osculating" value of the argument of
OSCt-t
o perigee at time t-t .
o
w" = "mean" value of the argument of perigee at time t .
o
These "mean" values are related to the constants of
integration of the differential equations of motion.
They do not represent real world values, but are
required for the prediction of osculating elements.
The difficulty with Brouwer's theory is that the function f involves terms with
^
e" and sin I" in the denominator, and for very small values of e" and/or I", these
terms present a situation which violates the basic foundations of "small perturbation"
theory.
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In order to overcome these difficulties, Lyddane used a different set of parameters,
which were first suggested In the 1800's by Polncare1. These variables, which do not
produce divisions by e or sin I, are:
a . - . . . , . - •
e (sin M)
e (cos M)
(sin I) (slnn )
(sin I) (cos n )
With these parameters, numerical values are computed for each of the above six
quantities from equations similar to those given by Brouwer. Then the Individual
values for e and M are obtained from
2 2 2
e = (e sin M) + (e cos M)
e (cos M)
Similar Procedures are performed for I and , and finally, w is computed from
w - (w + fi +M) -ft - M
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4.1.7 EQUATIONS OF CONSTRAINED MOTION FOR A
SYSTEM OF THREE RIGID BODIES
Case A - Unconstrained Rotation
Hinge 2 /





Consider the three body system presented above in which
bodies one and two have unconstrained rotation about the
two hinge points and neither of the two bodies can have




ON - Newtonian reference point
OB - Zero body reference point
RO - Distance of body reference point from
Newtonian reference
r_ - Distance of zero body CG from body
O r..
reference point
h. - Distance between body reference point
TH '
. , 2 an<* i hinge point
*
THr. - distance between i hinge point and
TH
. , 2 i body center of gravity
FQ, TQ - Vector force and torque applied to
body zero
F, , T, - Vector force and torque applied to
body one
^2' "^2 " Vector force and torque applied to
body two
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Coordinate Frames and Relationships
{1} - Inertially fixed coordinate basis
{X} - Coordinate basis fixed to body zero
(xj) - Coordinate basis fixed to body one
{x2> - Coordinate basis fixed to body two
where {1} can be represented as the unity matrix and each
of the others as a triad of orthogonal unit vectors in the
form of a 3x3 matrix.
{1} - C0 (X> ; (I}T = {X)T C0T
(X)
{X} = C2 {x2> ; {X}T = {x2}T C2T
where
C. are the direction cosine matrices
1=0,1,2
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Vector Representation of Variables
Each of the variables defined as distances represent
the scalar magnitude of the related vector quantity. Each
of the vectors defined below is given in a "convenient"
frame and choice of basis is, of course, arbitrary.
{X}T h
ri
where the bars designate a vector quantity
The following identity is offered









1. Acceleration of the System Mass Center
dt
= F, + F0 /Forces external to the)1 *2
^System
mT = total system mass
mn » mass of body zero
m. »' mass of body one
m- a mass of body two
mO rO m * m
m,






Vha't f^ i§ in bsay aft











'fi fe6 * *fi *fi % * ^(
r,) C0 W0 W0 Cl 'rl + C0 W0 Cl wl rl
*
 C0 W0 Cl wl rl + C0 Cl wl wl rl
C0 W0 Cl rl +.C0 Cl Wl rl
(X)
W0 W0 Cl rl + 2wO Cl wl rl
cl wl wl rl
WQ Cx TX * C1 vlr1
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This gives us, in the body zero basis
Tj 'V 1.
"• «w
Ro + 2wo Ro * wo wo Ro * > Ro
*t
•*
 yo (wo wo + V ro
+ U 1
2
(WQ WQ +.ii0) (hx + Cx rr)
•X «. •
+ cl wl wl rl
/
~ ~ • »
fw u + liT ^ ^Vl + P T ^
*-
wO 0 0J -l 2 2 2J
*• ' «^ '
+ 2w P w r
^
W 0 ^ 2 2 2
* C2 w2 w2 r2
*












2. Hinge Force Applied To The i™ Body
(i - 1,2)
^Hi» the'hinge, force,





(X}T F - {X}T












ri FHi + THi
L. - Angular momentum about CG of i Body
Li w. * (X} w
3x3




(C0 Q C.;C0 Ci w.) [I.] {x.}.{x.} wi+C.
* (xi)
wo)




noting that (x) • {x> equals the identity matrix
L,
dt <*i> 'I »o
 ci * »i ll (»i * ciT »o)
(xi)T • lriJ (ciT"oci wi *«i * ciT»o)








w i wo ci wi
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.". Two of the., terms cancel giving
t
Gi TMi
where THi and PHi are given in the zero body basis and
THf^ are in the i body basis.
4-J
Torque Equation for Body Zero
-T
*2 -FH2

















TSince {x} • {x} is equal to the identity matrix
we can obtain a set of scalar matrix equations from the
preceding by formally taking this product oh both sides
of the equation. For purposes of computer solution we
shall also require a formulation of the form
[A] X] = B
and B is a function of external forces and terms in
•




L • H. S.
RQ] -
R . H , S
•«• • •*. »v
(2wO R0 + W0 W0 R0}
m0
(2wQ Cx Wj^ rx + GX v^ wt
(WQ WQ <h2 + C2 r2) - 2wQ
«w *• , •
CC2 W2 W2 r2}
Cl Fl +C2 F2 + F0
NOTE: L.H.S. - implies "lefthand side"
R.H.S. - implies "righthand side"
i
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THI Body Torque Equation
L.H.S
m. hi * ci ri> »o
R. H. S.
~
ri ciT /Ro * 2"o Ro + "o ^o CRo + hi + ci ri
2wQ Ci wt ri
[(ciT wo)~ + ^ i
* i. Ft > T.
mi ri Fi
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Body Zero Torque Equation
L • H • S <
Terms in RQ
C-r0 + hx) + m2 (-r0
Terms in
(-r + h) (R + h •»•
*
 h2 + C2
Terms in w. + w,
X £*
Cl rl wl -m2 ("rO * V C2
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R • H • S .
2w, 0 W0 (R0 + hl + Cl
.*
 2wO Cl wl rl + Gl wl wl rl
7lj' D + *«I U fTJ •*• V> + P T> AZW0 0 0 0 l 0 2 ^2 2J




Case B - Constrained Rotation
In the previous case the hinge torques were assumed
to be arbitrary functions which completely accounted for
the rotational interaction between the bodies 1 and 2 and
the central element. In general, one or more axes of
rotation may be constrained arid the equations given
previously must be modified to handle the rotational
constraints.
» Modification to the Driver Moment Equation
If we consider the constrained axes in terms
of unit vectors, the modification procedure
is easily visualized:
Consider the unit vector of constraint shown
above. The remaining two degrees of rotation
must be about mutually orthogonal axes lying
^ • -
in the plane normal to 1 . An additional
constraint, if it exists, must lie within the
plane and for this case the single degree of
rotational freedom is about the unit vector
normal to both of the constraint axes.
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The moment equation is altered by the elimi-
nation of constrained degree of freedom.
This can most easily be done by taking the
dot product of the unconstrained equations
with unit vectors along the axes of allowable
rotation. The reduction in dimension may be
utilized advantageously by then reformulating
the equations in terms of the new driver
rotational acceleration components thereby
eliminating a variable for each constraint.
Modification of the Zero Body Moment
Equation
The constraint application effects this equation
in two ways:
 4
1. The negative of the constraint torque which
nulls the outer body rotation about the
axis of constraint must be applied to body
zero.
2. If the driver moment equations are written
in terms of the reduced set of variables
the zero body moment equation must be
modified appropriately.
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Computation of the constraint torque is simply
the reaction torque of the outer body minus the external
outer body torque; this difference projected onto the
constrained axis. The implementation of this computation
can be done in either of two ways.
1. The constraint torque can be solved for formally
** •
and the terms in RQ and WQ added to the L.H.S.
1
 of the zero body moment equation while all other
terms are added to the R.H.S. of the equation.
2. The scalar equation of the outer body rotational
acceleration about the constrained axis can be
changed to an equation in terms of constraint
torque (with suitable'coupling to the zero body
moment equation). ,
The former is recommended for constraints which are
always applied while the latter is useful if the application
of constraints is optional.
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4.2 FLEXIBLE SPACE STATION/FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE; ZERO "G"
CONDITION
The flexible body considerations used in the initial study phase
have been extended to include the space station as a.non-rigid structure
and in addition, the capability of simulating the flexible dynamics of
four non-controlled appendages has also been included. Extension of the
initial digital simulation to.include the capability of modeling the space
station as a flexible structure necessitated a major revision of the
systems dynamic equations which had been previously derived. Basically,
appendage and array base motion must now include translation and
rotation due to space station flexibility. Likewise, space station flexible
modes must be excited by external forces and torques, and appendage and
array interaction forces and torques. However, much of the philosophy and
equation development techniques established in Section 4. 1 are still applicable.
Space station guidance and orbital motion, solar array guidance, ability
to constrain solar array motions and so forth remain essentially unchanged
from those descriptions given in Section 4. 1.
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The equation derivations logically fall into four separate categories:
1. Modal analysis of a freely translating and rotating space station.
2. Modal analysis of an appendage rigidly fixed to a base which is
arbitrarily moving in space.
3. Modal analysis of appendage hinged to a base which is moving
arbitrarily in space.
4. Total system equation which can be simultaneously solved for
both rigid and flexible motions of a flexible space station with
a maximum of two hinged arrays and up to four rigidly attached
appendages.
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4.2.1 MODAL ANALYSIS OF A FREELY TRANSLATING AND ROTATING
SPACE STATION*
The space station, taken as a rigid body, rotates with an angular
velocity w with respect to inertial space. Its translation is measured by R ,
a vector from O , the origin of an inertial coordinate frame, to point O , aN B
point fixed on the space station. This "rigid body" motion is conveniently described
by a coordinate frame X fixed in the space station with origin at point O .
s ij
Determination of the flexible motion of the space station assumes
that the station may be described by a collection of a, discrete rigid bodies
interconnected by massless elastic constraints. This system is idealized as
initially undamped. The flexible motion of each discrete rigid body is measured
relative to the X coordinate frame defined in the preceding paragraph. Thus,
8 f hfor example, the i rigid body's center of mass is located by the vector
p. = q. + x.
where
-» thp-. - center of mass of i rigid body P.
A
q. - vector fixed in X ; it accommodates in its changes ofi s
orientation the motion of P. due to "rigid body" motion of the space station (Figure 4-9).
A.
x. - describes small deformations of system at P.
Likewise, the i rigid body's angular velocity - measured in its own principal
axes frame - is to. with respect to the X coordinate system. Thus flexible
,, D. S
motion of the i body may be represented by the variables x. , x. , x. ,0. ,















4..2.L 1 Coordinate Frames and Relationships
[i] - inertially fixed coordinates
[X ] - coordinate basis fixed to and moving with the space
station taken as a rigid body (origin at O , angularB
velocity
 w with respect to inertial space)
JB J - coordinate basis with origin at the center of mass of
the i elastically connected rigid body used to define
space station flexible motion (angular velocity R
with respect to inertial space). This basis is initially
oriented along (x ].
The relationships between these frames are defined by the following
direction cosine matrices:
I = CO X
= CB.
where





E is the identity matrix. The
calculations and is defined by




As shown in Section 4.1
C = C w
o o o
r - r ~ A T -' „ TCB. ~ CB. wb. > S. = - ^ C1 l l l
 i . i
4.2.1.2 Equation Derivation
Using D'Alembert's principle, the total external force acting on the i
rigid body is
Defining R , q., andx., in the X frame, and derivation in
o i i s
Reference 4.1, representative calculations are
t^o'l • t L1' CoBo] = lT <CoSoEo + Cokc
d 2 - ^ _ T r «, •• " ^,^
^" .^(R ) - = I ' 1 C c d R + C R + C u > u i R
, , 2 o l • ! o . o o o o o o o odt •-
= X
• • . • -i
G w R + C « R
o o o o o o j
T T • . •• I
! w o > R + 2 w R + w R + RJ | O O O O O O O O J
Therefore, remembering that q. does not vary with respect to time in the X
tViframe, the translational equation of motion for the i rigid body becomes
T
= m. Xei *s
R o
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Thus F. must be expressed in Jx i frame.
Rotational motion of the rigid body
Euler's equation for principal axes










0 = inertia matrix for i rigid body
V}- angular velocity of i body with respect to inertial space.
H
 / = rb ' f + Cb lw l ^the Bi frame> Therefore, sub-
k i»^±f*. **f*m*r+±& *^fi+ /A Q\ flMtr A C " * • •stitution into equation (4.2) gives
(4.2)
(4.3)
For small flexible rotations of the i rigid body C,T = E + 0. as
shown above. Substituting this along with the simplification




Note that linearization of the above equation has been assumed since terms containing
products of small variables have been neglected. ^
The, force equation is written in the X coordinate basis. Transforming
s
Equation 4.4 to the X frame involves multiplication by C,™ == E - Ol.
This procedure results in Equation 4. 5.
(4.5)
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Using the following identity





Substitution of these identities into Equation 4. ^ yields the rotational equation of
motion for the i rigid body of the space station.
Sil - [i1] so 1.6)
-
Combining Hjuations 4.1 and 4.6 for all n rigid bodies into one large matrix equation




) F f - discretely applied forces and torques on those elastically
connected rigid bodies which define the space station to which either
(a) fixed appendange is attached
(b) rotating array is hinged
A(c) external force is applied (F )
•*• 7(d) external torque is applied (T - Ji F )


























2m, w I1__ o' — — *—
r A ** • *








R m 2 ( R o + q 2 )
I 0
! 6n x3 6n x 3
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4.2. 1. 3 Modal Analysis
Subjecting Equation 4. 7 to the orthogonal transformation
w- w w
and premultiplying by [7 I yields, if [TJ is a matrix whose columns are
eigenvectors of the system, I "X I m 7 = I,
-J
HT
Note that modal damping has been added in the classical manner of structural
analysis.
I For this simulation, space station "rigid body" motion is considered to be
'
1
 small. Thus, Equation 4. 8 may be linearized to the following form
rri
Derivations in Section4 2. SJialso show that [7] [R] |RB| . = 0. Thus Equation
4.9 becomes
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The above equation in diamond brackets is the equation modeled in the
simulation. The diamond bracket will hence forth be utilized solely for
indicating equations to be programmed.
In summary, the above equation was derived assuming:
(a) linearization of eqfuations because of
1. small flexible motions of system
2. small space station angular velocity, and translation
with respect to osculating orbit position
(b) free-free modes of space station are available for generation
of [Y] modal matrix
(c) moments of inertia for each of the n discrete rigid bodies
are initially defined along axes parallel to the X coordinate
8
basis
(d) external forces and torques acting on the space station to
be expressed in the space station axes system
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4.2.2 RIGIDLY ATTACHED APPENDAGES
Appendages, as in previous derivations, are modeled as
elastically connected masses. Cantilevered mode shapes are used to represent
the fixed appendage flexibility. The base of a fixed appendage must be rigidly
attached to one of those rigid bodies which comprise the space station. Therefore
base motion of the appendage includes translational and rotational motion of that
rigid body to which it is attached plus translational and rotational motion of the entire




FIGURE 4-iO FIXED APPENDAGE COORDINATE SYSTEM
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4
- 2. 2. 1 Coordinate Frames and Relationships
Kj - previously defined S/S "rigid body" basis
L ?
\l I -. previously defined inertial basis
- -• th 'B. - previously defined basis fixed to i rigid body of space
station
xJ - coordinate basis defined with origin 'at attachment point
of appendage and axes directed along principal axes of
the appendage
IC I - direction cosine matrix relating coordinate frames
and
N • H H
4. 2. 2. 2 Equation Derivation
The total force acting on the j mass particle nijOf the appendage is,
by D'Alembert's principle
'J = mj R + q. + x. +h' + r_ + u,o i i Y J J I
where
h ' - location of attachment point of appendage with respect to the
center of mass of the i rigid body of the space station to which the appendage is
rigidly attached.
r - undeformed location of j particle mjof appendage.
u - location of m with respect to undeformed position,j j
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Representative calculations, assuming hj, is defined in the B.
basis and"r and~u are defined in the IxJ basis, and noting that C = 0 are
5?
at2
[C w C,. C_ UT + C C,. w, . C^ u+C C. . C_ u_o o bi F J o bi bi F J o bi F J
til] = IT I C u CT C,. C _ u _ + C S C,. C^u.J l o o o b i F J o o b i F J
c w c,. a . c ^ u + c s» a. U T + G ^ W C. .B. . c _ u _o o bi bi F J o o bi J o o bi bi G J
+ C C. . 3.. w. . C,., UT + C C. . w, . C., u_ + C C..S.. C_ UTo bi bi bi F J o bi bi F. J o bi bi F J
. . .. -i
+ C 3 C, . CT, UT + C C, . w C_ u_+ C C, . CL, u To o bi F J o bi bi F J o bi F J
T(~ .J. I *<w ^^ ^ _
Jo o bi F J o bi F J wo bi bi F J
• •
+ 2 3T C,. C_ u_+ C, . 73. . w, . (:„ u_ + C, . -f, . C_ u_+ 2 €,. ->, . C,, u
o bi F J bi bi bi F J bi bi F J bi bi F J






(Ro v o + x.)o i «' C.. + 2jy C, . S. .o o bi o bi bi
C.. + C.. 3 ~,. + C.. 3U. )h!_ +(2 3 cu-ci?o bi bi bi bi bi bi F o o bi F
C, . C.+ 2 73 C. . w. . C_ + C. . w. . B. . C_, +C, .0. . C ) =
o bi F o bi bi F bi bi bi F bi bi F
C + C *v P\u + C C- u)i F bi a bi CF' J bi F
T
\ T - F CF Cbi' 1 ~ 7 3i i o o)
:.) + 2 » (R + x.)
(R + q . + x . ) + R + x . ) + ( w 1 C. .+ 2ST
 C , . » , . + ~ C..o v o i i7 o r x o o bi o bi bi wo bi
+ a . -» . . a > , . + c,. w ) h' + ex sr c,. c^ + i c,. c_bi bi bi bi br F v o o bi F o bi F
+ 2 » c.. w C + C. . w. . w. . C_ + C. . w, . C_) (r+ u_)
o b: bi F bi bi bi F bi bi F J J
+ (2w C.. C., + C, . ST.. C^u , + UTv
 o bi F bi bi F' J J
For small translational and rotational motion of the rigid body to which




«0 (R0 + qt + x.) + RO + x .) 4?. CS-o;5o <RO + qi) + 2 30
r +2 » s .
o o bi
o .
". + «,_,) c.
"
+ (2 3 + 2 O1: -w - 2 <3T 91 + ^T, .) C v u i ( + uv
 o o o bi F J I J




Combining the above equation for all n particles of the appendage into
one large matrix equation of column size 3 n yields


















H- H = o
H- - used to define coupling of the rigid body modes










- used to define coupling of the space station flexible
modes with the cantilever modes of the fixed appendage.
6 x 1
mi CF I mlCF +(CF ri»
;
3n x 6
0 (no external forces are applied to appendages)
4.2.2.3 Modal Analysis
where r~ - modal matrix of dimension 3 n x N .
n - normal modes of which there are N .Fi




Assuming T ml T = I, equation (2) becomes
T
- T [B] H - S ft
= o ' (4'12)
where S s j = | I = I ** „ I in. is
6x N N x1
s s
the relationship between the translational and rotational motion of the rigid body to
which the appendage is attached and the normal mode accelerations of the space
station.
In summary, Equation 4,12 above is generated via the following
assumptions:
(a) base motion of the fixed appendage must include translations
and rotations due to both rigid body motion of the space station
and flexible modes of the space station,
(b) the fixed appendage is modeled by discrete masses; cantilever
modes are used to define its modal motion,
(c) the above equations are derived in the coordinate frame of the
fixed appendage
(d) moments of inertia of the fixed appendage are defined with
respect to principal axes with origin at base of appendage
(e) linearization of equations has resulted because of
(1) small flexible motions of space station
(2) small flexible motions of fixed array
(3) small rigid body motion of space station
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4.2.3 ROTATING ARRAYS
Rotating arrays are modeled exactly as fixed appendages, except
that the base of the rotating array may have rotational motion with respect to the
rigid body of the space station to which it is attached.
m .} (JL discrete mass of array)
FIGURE 4-11 FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE COORDINATE SYSTEM
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4.2.3.1 Coordinate Frames and Relationships
[ l] - previously defined
[xl - previously defined
[B.] - previously defined
* _x
TX •) _ coordinate basis which rotates with angular velocity
 w T
*• JJ d
with respect to the rigid body of the space station to which
it is attached with origin at the attachment point of the
rotating array.
The relationship between [x,] and [B.] is defined by the direction
cosine relationship
CBJ = [Cj]
Likewise, as shown in Reference 4.1
4. 2. 3. 2 Equation Derivations
Again using D'Alembert's principle, the total force acting on the
0 mass particle of the rotating array equals
d2 r-Fa = m/i —r-
where
h' - location of attachment point of appendage with respect to
ththe center of mass of the i rigid body of the space station
to which the appendage is attached
-w
r/) - undeformed location of m ^  of array
_*. • •
u. - time dependent location of m« with respect to undeformed
location
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Representative calculations, assuming h' is defined in the [B. ]
-* ' -*" r -ibasis and r., and MJJ_ are defined in the (X-J basis, are
dt r = JT
 l c
 c, .cTJ dt L o bi J




C.. CT 60 Tu + 2oo C, . C_o bi J J -C o bi J C, .tJ, .cJ, . C_ ubi bi bi J
+ 2 C, .u3, . C T u , + C , . 6 J , . C _ u f f + 2 C, .W, . CTcJT ubi bi J L bi bi J £. bi bi J J
Si °jwjwj VS! °bi cj wj Y + °bi cj"j°£+ cw cj",
T
 T(c,T STL J bl= m . x
(R + q. + x . ) + R
^ o ^i i' o . . C , . + 2 > ' C . . > . .o^o bi o bi o bi bi




+ 2 C, .CJ, . C_ CJ _ + C, . C T C J T u)T + C, . CT CJ T I (r. + u.)bi bi J J bi J J J bi J J J V£- £-'
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Again, ignoring products of small variables and recalling that
CM~ E -«'
, .
J (R +x.) + tJ (R + q. + x.) + R + x.[ + \
o v o r 0 * 0 1 r o i ' ' o o
U) U> » + 6u> - tJ 0
o o o o
\ £j + 6-> v h1
***^  -m
 t ' 1_ • I ** To bi bi ' J
CJ r£ + o CJ
2 6J , . _
o bi J + 2 u J C_ 6J_ (r. + uo J J .A- T o -o J J JL.
+u j t).Vc jS'Jr1 + 2 £Q C
+ 2
= m
o (Ro + qi
J -J + 26J , .+6J, . I h'To o o bi bi i J
c> bi )i CJ TJL
- 0 2
 C (R0 + qt + x.) x.)
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q. + x.) + V R
 o +V *X;
0 ^ ^ r t C r . + 0 t J c_r .o o J > 6 o J J L
'J UJL + V
Small space station motion may be assumed and therefore
Letting q = i ' Ui2' uis' - - ' . . « , u . f u ]
n l n 2 n 3 j













0 1 2 x 1
NOTE: Motion of rotating arrays is exactly
as defined in Section 4.1 with only
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rll' r!2' r!3' '
i [  12 1
r , r , r |






 [R] (BB} -*T
[G]
* *
In summary, the above equation was derived assuming
(a) base motion of the rotating array includes translations and rotations
due to both space station rigid body motion and space station flexible
motion
(b) the rotating array is modeled by discrete masses; cantilever modes
are used to define its modal motion
(c) rotational motions of the array may be constrained as previously
derived in Section 4« !•
(d) the above equations are derived in the coordinate frame of the
rotating array
(e) small motion of the rotating arrays is not assumed to further
linearize the above equation
i
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4.2.4 TOTAL SYSTEM EQUATION
The above derived equations, along with the rigid body equations of
Reference 4.1 can be combined into one large matrix ordinary differential equation of
the form
where









The column dimensional size of Equation 4.16 isequalto N = 10 + N + N + N ^ 70.B J\ r
N - total number of simulated flexible space station modes
8
NR - total number of flexible cantilever modes associated with 0, 1,
or 2 rotating arrays ( = N + N_0)
rvl R£
N - total number of flexible cantilever modes associated with 0,F
1, 2, 3, or 4 fixed appendages ( = NFI + NF2 + NFS + NF4)
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Before preceding with the make up of the [M] , [C] , [K] , [X], &
[P] matrices it should again be made very clear that rotational motion of the
two rotating arrays is exactly as defined in Section 4. 1. Only two rotational
degrees of freedom are allowed. Likewise, either axis of both drivers may
be locked. No attempt has been made here to recount these equation deriv-
ations, or those involving array driver gear trains, etc.
The only departure from the equations derived in Sections 4.2, 4.3
and 4.4 has been to assume that the distances from the attachment points
of rotating arrays (h1,) and fixed appendages (h' ) to the center of mass is
negligible. This assumption has been made since the space station will be
modeled as a collection of particle masses, with moments of inertia possible
for each. This places the base of each array and appendage at a mass grid pt.
of the space station. Therefore:
= h
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NF3X l
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10 x 1
2 N x 1
8
N R X l








































As the above partitioning implies, Equation 4.16 is generated via four coupled
matrix equations:
[M13] % + [M14J k'
[M23J \ - + [M24J "
M R + [M32lL d<J R + 0
(4.17)
(4.18)




Discussing each equation in detail:
Equation 4.17 is the basic rigid body system equation of
Section 4.1 with only slight modification
(1) Forces and Torques on the system induced by the flexible

























(2) Addition of applied external torque T if desired
Jrl
(3) Mass and moment of inertia of space station includes that do to any
fixed appendages.
(4) Inclusion of terms dependent upon modal acceleration
of space station at attachment points of appendages,
(see 4. 6.3).
Partitioning equation 4.17 into four equations








A 0 R + A c u2 o 6 0 ,n . , ,_ W A O10 Al 13 A2
2 . 2
y A y <•/ AC T-f r ' C FJ J J J J J J
v ^




J FJrj CFJ FFJ <4-22>
A3 Ro+ A7 "Al + A15 "A2 (4,23)
A R + A
10 x 10
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previously defined rigid body
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as previously defined in Section 4.1
except for addition of external torque TR
Equation 4.18 is the flexible modal equation for the space station. These
flexible modes are excited by external forces and torques on the space
station, including those which act at the attachment points of the
rotating and fixed arrays.
Equations for the various hinge forces and torques are shown in Section
' ' • • »
4. 2. 5. 3. The above excluded linear terms in R , co , WA --, coAOare regroupedO O A 1
on the left-hand side of Equation 4. 16 for proper coupling with the rigid body
modes (forming ML..). Linear terms in n are regrouped on the left-hand
£ j. S ,
side of Equation 4. 16 for proper coupling with the space station modes (M09).
^ ^
Likewise, linear terms in n , and n form M00 and M0 , respectively.
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j - the transpose of those rows of the modal space station
matrix which define the total flexural 3-dimensional
«)
displacement of the rigid body of the space station to
which the j rotating appendage is attached.
the transpose of those rows of the modal space station
matrix which define the total flexural 3-dimensional(N x 3)8
 rotation of the rigid body of the space station to which
the j rotating appendage is attached.
Like definitions are also true for submatrices G ' and G'' at
the attachment points of each fixed appendage.
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2 2 2
-s kl F R _ + E k'K + E k 1 <-FH>i - l L U i i = l L i J - i ' i = l L i J i
N s x l
+
 .L K-l (-T i+ TAc'.J + |GCMG| TCMGi = 1 L i J l
where
F - hinge force on the j rotating array due to rigid body motion ofHJ
the array, excluding linear terms in il , " , w , ^ A 0 * nO O Al A<i S
t ;
T - constraint torque exerted on spacecraft by rigid driver along
J
constrained axis, excluding linear terms, (contains hinge torque).
tVi
T - hinge torque on j driver produced by control system.J
- hinge force on i fixed appendage excluding linear terms.
i thT - hinge torque on i fixed appendage excluding linear terms.
F.
i
G - modal columns (eigenvectors) associated with modal displacements
X
at grid point to which "x" array is attached or external force or
torque acts.
ii
G - modal columns associated with modal rotations at grid point to
•X . " • '. -
which "x" array is attached or external force or torque acts.
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DF4CF4 I .' DF4CF4qF4 + RF4 CF4
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4. 2. 5 AUXILIARY EQUATIONS
4. 2. 5. 1 When free-free modes are utilized in the definition of spacecraft














Since for the free-free case, the spacecraft structure is in dynamic equilibrium with
respect to all forces such that
2-. m n
J iJ (Force)





Rearranging the remaining terms m. (RQ+"q.) by letting
R = R +qo o
where q is the constant vector from point O to the center of gravity of the undeformedB
system.





The first term, is zero as shown previously. The second term is also zero since




The integration of the system equation developed in Section 4, 2. 4 will

















- 2 {X, X.
-i
* See Reference 4. 7
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4. 2. 5. 3 Interaction Forces and Torques
The interaction forces (torques) which exist at the attachment points of the
various arrays are calculated by summing the hinge force (torque) due to rigid body
motion of the system at the attachment point and the flexible appendage transient
response.
Hinge force for rotating array*:
2
 ~o*o + < V ~o "o> (Ro
Hinge torque for rotating array*:
T = CH. :i
Force induced by flexible appendage transient response
Torque induced by flexible appendage transient response
. .
Tt. = -E ?i M. «,. n.
* Equations for hinge forces and torques for fixed appendages are identical
•A
except that ca=0 (the negative of these hinge forces and torques acts on the
space station). Admittedly, for the rotating case, some products have been
neglected which couple ui with modal variables and 6) , basically assuming
that o)i will also be small.
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Hinge force for rotating array due to space station modal accelerations of
attachment point:
Fi =
3 x 6 6 x N








The total interaction force at the attachment point of an array is
A
F = - F + FiNT. H i
Likewise, the total interaction torque acting on the space station due to
the attachment of a flexible array is
T = -T + T
INT. V i
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4. 3 FLEXIBLE SPINNING SPACE STATION
4.3.1 MODAL EQUATIONS
(1) [m] [q] + [K] |q| = - [o] |4| - [B] {q} +
where [R] and |L} are rigid body terms. If we choose u = R + q. + x. we can form
the following set of equations of motion
(2) [ m j l ' u } + [G]|U! + [K'] |u( *
where [m]is mass matrix of the space station,
[G] is skew symmetric matrix of coriolis acceleration terms
and [K«] = [Kj + [Kj + [B]
[K ] = elastic stiffness matrix
[K J = symmetric matrix of centrifugal acceleration terms
= geometric stiffness matrix
The second-order matrix equation (2) can be reduced to a first order state
equation (3) by introducing the following matrices
U- and O
u
(3) [D]|ir} + [E]'.|U| = IF}
where
f D ] _. . ,1 J




The reduced equation of motion (3) can be uncoupled by the transforma-
tion
and the transformation matrix (pj consists of complex eigenvectors and their
conjugates pairs.
S<£ j = complex conjugate of
_ T i * * * "| TY - |_YlY2 — YNj YI Y2 —YN J
where wi are eigenvalues and <£ x are eignevectors.
in terms of the new coordinates Y, Equation (3) becomes
f *~1TPremultiplication of Equation (5) by 1$ J
(6) [**JT[D] *{Y} + [**] [E][*]{Y} = [**]T{F}
Since (_Ej is symmetric and [pj skew symmetric, $ J [$J = diagonal matrix.
Writing equation (6) in simplier form
"
rp.
(7) [D-J {Y} + [E] {Y} = [* ] {F}
where f *1T TT n
I D'j = r^ J IDI I ^  I - diagonal matrix(_ J -" U -I L J
TEH = [**j FE] [VJ = diagonal matrix
If [A-J is the matrix of the complex eigenvalues of the operator in Equation (7),
then upon premultiplication by [^D'l we obtain
(8) {Y} - -M {Y}
 + {F}






( 2 N x 2 N )
N is the number of modes of the space station to be preserved in the simulation.
(9)

























(1/2) J (Y. - Y. )
(10)
where
2 < 2 >
H -
0
-IAI 0 < 2>z
when N modes are retained
H H
(2)











where £ = arbitrary chosen damping factor.
** See Section 4.3. 6.
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w • ~ ( 2 )
Equations (11) and (13) are to be implemented in the simulation.









(16) . Aco = (co -co )
o nom











4.3.2 RIGID BODY EQUATIONS
The equations developed in Section 4. 3. 1 will be used to simulate N
complex flexible modes for the space station. The_rigid body modes will not be
used. Instead, the rigid body motion will be given by the Newton-Euler equations
for the rotating space station taken as a rigid body.
The rigid body system given in Figure 4-12 describes the force and torque
relationships which exist for two rigid appendages and a rigid body_ space
station.
Newton's and Euler's vector equations of motion for the space station
can be written as






/ T? -I- (~* \ "~ ~ET^\ XV ~ V»> / — J~
o E
I











vector from space station reference to system rigid body OG.
location of space station reference point with respect
to inertial space
inertia dyadics of the space station about its
center of mass.
angular velocity vector of the space station, with
respect to inertia! space
location of attachment point of appendage with respect
to space station reference point
location of rigid body center of mass of appendage with







FIGURE 4-12. RIGID BODY SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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Ext
external forces applied to space station
T - external torques applied to space station
Ext
Defining R and C in the XL frame (coordinate basis fixed to and moving with
the space station taken as rigid body) and carrying out the differentiation w. r.t.time




_i> T _i> T
R = I C R , C = I C C
o o o o
dt
A A T r ~ * ~R + C ) = I C w R + C R + C u C
o L o o o o o o o(




•* 2 to ft * R I
o o o I
0 0 0
T fV~ gy
 + '~ '
5 v^o o o
(22)
dt T
 Wo Wo T Wo
I
Substituting equation (21) and (22) in equation (17) and (18), we obtain rigid body





+ .(" + o> w ) (R + C) + 2
o o o o
S H Y -
O Of E
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where M = M + S
T ° 1-1
C = MQFo + £ n^Oi^ + Cp. rR)
F = external forces /Fr> \E ^ KJ'
+ force due to flexible appendage motion (
+ force due to flexible motion of base ooint of appendage/FA
= FR1 + FR2 + 2 C F < P A T + V
J — 1 J J J
F . = m W Z \ see section 2.5. 1A — Jb . 0,0J 1 1
T = external torques
+ torque due to flexible appendage motion
+ torque due to flexible motion of base point of appendage
TE = T R1 + T H2- ( T R1 ) F 1- ( T R2 ) F 2
C P T A . + E r p ' . C F. ( F A. + P A' . )
1 1 1 1
£ CF.IF.CF.TWSI/S1=1 i i i b.i
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TA. .' £ SF.MFWF4F.i E i i i i
T - externally applied torque (J = 1,2)
RJ
F = externally applied forces (J = 1,2)
J
+H
M = mass of i appendage
i
M . = mass of space station
o
1 = location of application point of i external force with respect
i to system center of mass (negative of)
I =. inertia matrix of i appendage
.b .i
I = inertia matrix of space station
R = location of space station center of mass with respect to space
station reference point




4.3.3 EQUATIONS OF FLEXIBLE APPENDAGES ATTACHED TO THE
SPINNING SPACE STATION
The motion of a fixed flexible appendage is modeled as in previous U,.~~
derivations . Cantilevered mode shapes are used to represent the flexible
appendage, whose fixed base .is excited by the translational and rotational motion
of the rigid body of the spinning space station, and the modal motions of the
flexible space station at that point.
4. 3. 3. 1 COORDINATE FRAMES AND RELATIONSHIPS
[l] = inertially fixed coordinates
[_X ]= coordinate basis fixed and moving with the space station taken
o
as rigid body, origin at reference point O_. (See Figure 4-13).
Jo
[x ]= coordinate basis defined with origin at attachment point of ap-F
pendage and axes directed along principal axes of the appendage.
The relationship between Til and |X_| is defined by the direction cosine
relationship
OCF [XF]
4. 3. 3. 2 EQUATION DERIVATIONS
Using D'Alembert's principle, the total force acting on the j particle
of the i appendage equals
O p ^ ^i * I = m d a . + r + uj f 3 —2 L i 3 3 J(26)
dt
where a. is the position vector of the hinge point of i fixed appendage w.r.t. inertial
space
_\ TEU = la.1 1 . .
r! = ITC C^r.
3 o F 3
-^ T










d I ITC C r. I = IT I C to C r
JT L ° F J J I O o F 3['V*]-
I ITC S C r 1
L O O K1 J














Substituting the above equations in equation (26), we obtain
(27) F.
3
+ So> CFUj +2SoCF»l.+CP»l]
!




where C a. is sum of rigid body and space station modal accelerations at the
+Vi • '
attached point of i appendage
(28) a. = (R.)'
~ rigid body acceleration of the i appendage attachment point




= I C w u> (RL o o o > + *o (VhF >i i
O) R + R 1
oo o J











2m C_, 60 C_
n F o F
m C^w S + ) CL,








 c •n F
ml CF (hF i
( 3 n x 6 )
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o> (R + h - + C T r \ + riR + 2 o > R l
o\ o F. F 1 1 oo oo
m C '






Choosing Q = , we reformulate equation (30) as follows
[DF]{Qf + [EF]|Q[ = [B] {BB|+[s2] {s
where
w - m] ; [G] E, 0] T[K]






 [VF]'[B] <S» + [VF]





4.3.4 INTERACTION FORCES AND TORQUES
4. 3. 4. 1 INTERACTION FORCES OF RIGID APPENDAGE




a. = I a. - total displacement of attachment point of i




 location of C. M. of rigid appendage w. r. t. attachment
point
r. = ITC C^ r.i o F. ii
(36)
r.ITC |C Ta. + ( w w + U \ C r |i o I o i \ o o o/ F F.
T-. • • 'but C a. = R. + u0 1 i S i
t
w w IR + h_ \ + w /B + h_ W 2 w B + R Io o ^ o F . I o \ o F . / o o o




. = space station modal acceleration at point i (measured
relative to rigid body space station motion).






Figure 4-14 Interaction Force of Rigid Appendage to S/S
Therefore, the interaction force of a rigid appendage on the space station can be
written as
(37) F
Hi r.(So - K^^VF) ™o)]+1 1 i/ /J .
where
E , S 3 ( R + h + C^r \ + 2 R ' + 2£ B 1( . L O O \ O F . F F . I o o o o
A'. •m_ W. 2Fi h S
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4. 3. 4. 2 INTERACTION TORQUES OF RIGID APPENDAGE





ITC C.I.C.T/o> + 0i
O 1 1 l I O D-
IT C co C.I.C.T /co
o o i i i I o (C.I.C.
TWo) +01\ 11 i /\o "-
where TI.
XT [w C.I.CT /to +01 V C.I.C.T/cb +01
L° ll x V ° V ll XA ° \
. ,. • . „ .th ,inertia matrix of i appendage
.th
cii = modal angular acceleration at attachment ^ point of i appendage
. i
(3 xN t
thTherefore, the interaction torque of i appendage of rigid motion on space
station is
(39) T.' = -/CTT \Frr -C.I.C.TWQ Z_ - C.I. €. TftJ -fe C.I.'C.T ^/ftl






where E is the identity matrix.
4. 3. 4. 3 INTERACTION FORCES AND TORQUES OF FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE
(40) FA_ = -C
(41) T
See Section 4. 3. 7 for com-
putational considerations
A.
4. 3. 4. 4 TOTAL INTERACTION FORCES AND TORQUES
The total interaction forces and torques at the attachment point of the
appendages can be obtained by summing the interaction forces (torques) of the
rigid and the flexible appendages at the attachment point.
(42)
(43)
- c Z M w z




4.3.5 TOTAL SYSTEM EQUATION
The above derived equations of motion of spinning space station with
























































For the previously derived state equations, we find that M = O.
21
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Thus, .the rigid body equations (25) lead to the first equation of the
total system, which is
(46)










-C.I.C.1 1 1 X
^ i v
C SM WFl E Fl Fl
(3x2NF1)
(3x2Npl)
C £ M w




FR2 - MT[(% Ro + SoSoC
TR1 + TR2
' [K12] ' [K13] =
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. The flexible spinning space station equation (11) leads to the second








= •-£ mFi(hFi + CFirFi)
"



















F4(- -- ! V F 4 C F4 \ MF4WF4Fl\ FI
~, ~/ " T ~ ~ 0 i „
)
C 2 R M W l - - - ' V 1 C ^ R M WFI E FI FI FU i F4 \ F4 E F4 F4 F4y
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up to 4 hinge forces and torques due to 4 attached rigid
appendages
up to 4 forces and torques due to flexible motion of 4 fixed
appendages
wobble damper control torque
fp_l = 2 V* . [L 2j Fi LI m_.(2w R + « u (R + h_. + C^.r^.) + w R !F i o o o o o F i F i F i o o
4
 " ( T TI ^ -r-T 1 y-^t / ^~1 ••• \ T fi •*• I
. , Fi ) Fi V Fi o' Fi Fi "oi=l '
-.Fi Fi Fi R +
R + S; £ (R _. _. _.
oo o o o Fi Fi Fi
2 V F + 2 V T + V T






























L V F4 L 4J
In order to evaluate the coefficient matrices in equation (48) the transformation
matrix |yFJ derived in Section 4. 3. 6 may be used.
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For computational speed and storage considerations, the elements of
may be obtained as follows:
(49)
r i . i r-
T0 | d'

























In terms of the above definitions equation (49) can be written as
/ \ ' T T i ' T T* "« ' T T( 0 ) d d / C* , - d d/ G; h + d r/ C"
(50) I V ^ I J V l- F ' l F F l F
I rrv rp * | ^T1 rr^ -_^ I rr^ rr^
, , 1 _ , ! i H r t P h 4 - ' ^






(3n x 6) (b x N )
S
- - fv"1rml£rT w|_VFJ L J^E eF si
(2N x 3 n) (3n x N )
Jr S
Finally, we can write equation (51) as
(52) ,'
 /AT




 . T Td dx C Wgi
| rri rri
"D "U1 G i
-t\Tj^ ,£/ *3 •!•
(2NF x Ns)
The matrix [Prjis equation (48) can similarly be evaluated as
(53) [vF]f~| -
"'% «o (Ro' + hFi + CFrl) +"o:
1
m r * T
-m G^ [w w (R + h_. + C^r ) + i R .+ 2w R
n F L o o o F i F n o o o o j
\
d'cL^C-T ft? X (R +h\ + Z R + 2 u , RI M F l o o i o F i J o o o\ /_
T r / \ •
r1 T I 7T *^ IT? +Vi X - f - ' ^ ' R + 9 - ^ * T 3v
- - r - i i I W U) I JCV ' 11^ ^ I ' til Jv ' ^ o j - t l
- b o o l o F j o o o\ i/
/" r ml DTAH ic ~ ** r1 r
* TTI I L1LI -LM-ttAj IV^ _, /.i ,., i^, — *.,... . .
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4. 3. 6 Transformation Matrix
By Definition













f is complex conjugate of \ <t» ?
Using the above defined matrices, we may formulate the following equation






(Note that the cross terms are the complex conjugate of each other)
In order to evaluate the matrices in equation (51) we introduce the
following method.
ess,) Let * = a/2)* -;--;-"-;-
= (1/2) ~*T ! *T*1 r '







_T_ _, B_ _ _
T 7-
•;:vj
and the conjugate transpose of ^ as
.T r, •,
(60) __T_ j_B
(1/2) T _LB B
m m
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RE (V '' Jm (<VV^TVV -j
and the conjugate transpose of <£ as
(62) ---i ! J
Combining equation (2), (3), and (8), we can formulate equation (63)
(63)
T t m Bi-= '-TTJ-
C"JT-J:
^B(*TT)i?E(Vl




Substituting the following relations in equation (62 )

















e = ! (a+d) - (b+c)J
i '.
f * \ (a-d) +(b+c)J
g = ! ta-d} - (b+c)J
h » (a+d) +(b-c)J , ';
From the orthogonality relation of eigenvectors,
hence,
f = g = 0, e and'h are diagonal matrices.
(3)
should be diagonal matrix,
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Then equation (64 ) becomes
T
*•"•(.68 ) <£ D 4> = a.-bjLp .]
° ' a-4>j|
It can be shown that the diagonal terms of equation (57.) are purely
£+>
imaginary; therefore, a inequation (.68 >) must vanish, and hence




2bj = =2j <*BT)
V
Substituting equation (69 ) in equation (54), we obtain




r ' "1 FT ' T"
= 1/2
 R'1 ~Q-\ (j-f--j






4. 3. 7 Computational Considerations
FA. = £ MFWF2F.i i i i
EJ












. .] m Bjy
n
JF.
( 3 x 2N )
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Likewise -
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5. SOLAR ARRAY AND SPACE STATION STRUCTURAL
DYNAMIC ANALYSES AND DATA
Structural dynamic analyses were performed on various solar array
and space station configurations to compliment the formulation of the dynamic
interactions methodology. The results of these analyses in terms of modal
property definitions are required as basic input to the simulation program.
Described in this report section are the performed structural analyses for
two phases of the interactions study. The first study phase considered only
the derivation of solar array modal properties since the space station was
considered to be a rigid body. The second study phase considered the in-
fluence of space station flexibility in the dynamic interactions methodology
and therefore structural mode analyses are also presented for a space sta-
tion conceptual design.
5. 1 PHASE I STUDY ANALYSES
The structural analyses described in this report section were per-
formed to obtain the necessary solar array vibration mode data for use as
input to the dynamic interaction analysis simulation. By direction from
NASA/LRC, two solar array configurations were considered in the structural
analyses; these being a rollup flexible array, configured by the Lockheed
Missile and Space Corporation, and a fold out panel array, configured from
a Boeing Aircraft Corporation design concept. Both arrays meet the 100 KW
power requirement for the North American Rockwell Space Station. In
addition, the stowage configuration of both arrays for the launch phase of
flight are compatible with the present geometrical constraints imposed by
the space station shroud. It is noted, however, that the design criteria
for the rollup array includes the loading environment associated with an
artificial "G" environment while the fold out panel array is configured for
the zero "G" mode of operation only.
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A discrete structural element and mass representation of the solar
arrays was utilized in the analysis method of deriving the required modal
data. This technical approach required the generation of large-order stiff-
ness and mass matrices for subsequent use in a matrix displacement method
of modal analysis (Reference 5. 1). Details of the modal analyses and analytical
results are given in the following report subsections for both the rollup and
foldout panel arrays.
5. 1. 1 FLEXIBLE ROLLUP ARRAY
The stiffness and mass characteristics used to model the
flexible array for the determination of vibration modes are based upon in-
formation received from LMSC for the North American space station flexible
array concept. The array wing section (Figure 5-1) consists of a central
extendible boom with inner and outer array support members attached per-
pendicular to the boom (Reference 5. 2). Ten kapton membrane strips are
tensioned between the inner and outer support members to which the solar
cells are attached. Primary structural member sizes are dictated by the
loading associated with the artificial "G" mode of operation which presents
the most severe design condition. If the array were designed only for the
zero "G" environment, a lighter weight structure would result.
The total array area (2 wing sections) is approximately 10, 000
sq. ft. and the .electrical power output is rated as 10 watts per sq. ft. A six
inch spacing is assumed to exist between the membrane strips and each strip
carries a preset tension force of 2 pounds per foot of width. The main boom
and support member are specified as frames. However, they are modeled for
the discrete element method of analysis as equivalent stiffness beams. The
stiffness properties of the structural members are given below.
5-2
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*EIxi refers to moments about the Xi axis where the axis designation is
shown on Figure 5-1.
The weight distribution used for each of the structural
elements are as follows:
Running Weight
Boom 0.133 Ib/in
Inner Support 0.958 Ib/in
Outer Support 0. 565 Ib/in
-3 2Membrane Strips 2.4,5 (10 ) Ibs/in
5. 1. 1. 1 Out of Plane Motion - Array Vibration Model
In solving for the out of plane array vibration
modes, advantage was taken of the structural and mass symmetry of the
rollup array wing section. This enables utilizing a structural model of
only one half of the wing section. By suitable adjustment of the boundary
conditions along the boom centerline, the symmetric and antisymmetric
modes about the boom axes were obtained. Figure 5-2 is a sketch of the
finite element model similar to that used for the mathematical represent-
ation of the continuous structure.
The out of plane motion degree of freedom given



























a) Symmetric Model b) Antisymmetric Model
Figure 5-2 Finite Element Model Rollup Array
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were allowed degrees of freedom in Xo translation and Xj rotation. The
boom nodes were allowed to translate in the Xo direction and rotate about
the Xr, axis for the symmetrical condition, and rotate about the Xj axis
only for the antisymmetrical condition.
The discrete element model used for computing
the out of plane modes is shown in Figure 5-3. A one-hundred node model
was used with the boom rigidly constrained at node 100 as shown. The dis-
crete weights derived for each of the various nodes are tabulated in Table
5-1. The weight associated with this model does not include equipment
weight located on the space station tunnel.
























Ross' rectangular membrane finite element
representation (Reference 5. 3) was used to model the membrane strips.
A pictorial sketch of this element with the forces and degrees of freedom
associated with the element nodes is shown in Figure 5-4a together with
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Figure 5—4a Rectangular Membrane Finite Element














1/2 -1/6 -1/2 21/3
Figures -4b Beam Column Finite Element
Figure 5-4. Stiffness Matrices
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An axial compression load due to the tensioning
of the membrane strips causes a decrease in the lateral stiffness of the
boom. This beam column effect was accounted for in the stiffness matrix
representing the boom, although for the values of bending and torsional
stiffnesses used, the effect is small. The beam columning effect on the
stiffness matrix (References 5. 3 and 5.4) is shown in Figure 5-4b.
5.1.1.2 In-Plane Motion - Array Vibration Model
The in-plane rollup array model had the same
nodes, mass properties and geometry as the out of plane model. Only one
half of the wing section was modeled since the wing section is symmetric
about the boom axis. Adjustments in the boundary conditions of the boom
were made to obtain both the symmetrical and antisymmetrical modes.
The model is shown in Figure 5-5. The membrane finite element repre-
sentation utilized triangular plate elements which are described in Reference
5. 1. These elements resist in-plane forces only. The effect of membrane
tension upon the elemental in-plane stiffness representation was found to be
negligible by use of the stiffness derivation method given in Reference 5. 5.
All nodes were allowed in-plane motion degrees of freedom only. The sym-
metrical modes were produced by allowing the boom to deflect only in the
Xj direction, and the antisymmetrical modes were produced by allowing
the boom modes to deflect only in the Xg direction and rotate about the X3
axis. The symmetric modes induce axial forces into the boom while the
antisymmetric modes produce in-plane shear forces and bending moments.
The physical characteristics of the Kapton membrane substrate that were
utilized for the analysis were:
thickness = 0. 004 inch
Youngs Modulus = 450, 000 psi




Figure 5 - ^ 5 In-Plane Rollup Array Model
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5.1.1.3 Rollup Array Vibration Modes
From the rollup array out of plane modal analysis,
60 symmetric and 99 antisymmetric eigenvalues were obtained with the cor-
responding sets of eigenvectors. It was necessary to obtain a large number
of modes in order to determine those of importance to the interactions study.
Many of the modes are local torsion or bending of the individual membrane
strips and do not contribute significantly as external loadings upon the space
station.
The first forty-one frequencies for the out of
plane modes are tabulated in Tables 5-2 and 5-3 with a description of the
modes. Pictorial presentations of each of the lower symmetric and anti-
symmetric modes along with other higher modes which are considered to
be important for inclusion in the interactions study are shown in Figures 5-6
to 5-22. In determining which modes to be used for interaction computer
program runs (a total of 12 modes can presently be used for both in- plane
and out of plane motion), use was made to modal participation factors. For
the symmetric modes, the percent participation is based on the shear at the
point of structural constraint due to a base trarislational acceleration when
the value is equal to:
2
% participation ~ *2 mj -Jo? _ x 100
For the antisymmetric modes, the participation is based on the moment at
the point of structural constraint due to a base rotational acceleration. The
percent participation is equal to:
2





TABLE 5-2 LIST OF OUT OF PLANE SYMMETRIC MODE






















































































First torsion modes of
membrane strips
First bending modes of
membrane strips
Second torsion modes of
membrane strips.
Third torsion modes of
membrane strips.
Second bending modes of
membrane strips
Fourth torsion modes of
membrane strips.
Fifth torsion modes of
membrane strips
First boom bending mode




TABLE 5-3 LET OF OUT OF PLANE ANTISYMMETRIC
. MODE FREQUENCIES FOR ROLLUP ARRAY
Mode
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First bending mode of
outer support
Third torsion modes of
membrane strips-
Second bending modes of
membrane strips
Fourth torsion modes of
membrane strips
Second torsion mode of
boom
Fifth torsion modes of
membrane strips






4 = * 0441
Figure 5-6. Mode 1, Rollup Array, Out of Plane, Symmetric
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f = . 0441 Hz
-x.
Figure 5-7 Mode 2.. RoUup Array. Out of Plane, Symmetric
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f = .0441 Hz
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f = . 0441 Hz
% = . 03
Figure 5-9.
 :Mode 4, Rollup Array, Out of Plane. Symmetri
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L. Rollup Array, Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
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' . X ,
i - .0441 Hz
% C: 0
Figure 5.-15 Mode 2, Rollup Array, Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
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f = .0441 Hz
Figure 5-16 Mode 3, 'Rollup Array, Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
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Figure 5-1-9 Mode 6, Rollup Array, Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
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mass of discrete node i (lb.-sec.2/in.)
deflection of node i for mode n




mass of dynamic model (Ib. - sec. /in.)
distance alongX2 axis of mass i. (in.) (Ref. Fig. 5.1-3)
of inertia of dynamic model about theX axis (Ib. -in. -sec.2)
The participation factors for the full wing section
are shown on the mode shape plots along with the frequencies. The modes
which were chosen to be important for subsequent interaction analyses were
antisymmetric modes 6, 31, 57 and 62 and symmetric modes 6, 36, and 56.
From the rollup array in-plane modal analysis,
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors were computed up to 5 Hz.
Frequencies within this range should be sufficient to determine the effects
of the array flexibility on the spacecraft control system. Six symmetric
and eight antisymmetric modes were obtained for these cases. The fre-
quencies for these modes are listed in Table 5-4.
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The modal participation factors for these cases
are based on axial load due to a base translational acceleration for the
symmetric modes and shear load due to a base translational acceleration
for the antisymmetric case. The mode shapes for the full wing section and
percent modal participations are shown in Figures 5-23 to 5-29. On these
figures, the solid lines are the deflected shapes while the dashed lines are
the the undeflected outline of the wing section. The modes which were chosen
to be important for interaction analyses are symmetric mode 2 and anti-
symmetric modes 1, 2, 7 and 8. The complete list of frequencies and
modal participation factors for the modes selected for use in the interaction
program for the rollup array are listed in Table 5-50
TABLE 5 —5 FREQUENCIES AND MODAL PARTICIPATION











































































Figure 5-23. Mode 1, Rollup Array, Inplane, Symmetric
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f = 2.3825 Hz
% = . 358











Figure 5-26. Mode 1, Rollup Array, Inplane, Antisymmetric
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% = 6. 5




f = 4. 12 Hz
% = 2.7
Figure 5-29,
 Mode 8, Rollup A,ray>
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5. 1. 2 FOLDOUT PANEL ARRAY
The foldout panel array is a multipanel array consisting
of a beryllium framework with a tape substrate. The array is based on a
Boeing concept (Reference 5. 6) for a lightweight rigid array designed for
an unmanned Mars mission. The overall dimensions of one wing section
of the array as modified for the space station are shown in Figure 5-30.
The wing section consists of thirty panels which were required in varying
lengths so as to meet the internal shroud geometry constraints for stowage
during the flight launch phase. Panels 1 through 6 are hinged together and
are the main load carrying members of the array. Attached to each main
panel are four subpanels (such as 1A, IB, 1C and ID) hinged at the long
side only. The entire wing section is attached to the spacecraft tunnel
through members attached to main panel 1.
Each panel consists of a beryllium rectangular x-braced
frame with lateral and longitudinal stiffeners as shown in Figure 5-31.
Corresponding section properties are given in Figure 5-32. The overall
dimensions shown are for panels 1 through ID. The stiffeners and outer
frame members are split in a horizontal plane to hold a tape membrane
substrate to which the solar cells are bonded. Details of this frame con-
struction are discussed in Reference 5. 6.
Ten mill cells with six mill coverglas were used in deter-
mining the solar stack weight. The remaining weight of the array was for-
mulated by ratioing the weight breakdown listed in Reference 5. 6 by the
respective areas of the 100 and 50 KW arrays. The weight breakdown and
total weight of the foldout panel array used for the structural analysis is
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Figure 5-31. Foldout Panel Construction
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Figure 5-32. Member Properties
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TABLE 5-6 WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR FOLDOUT PANEL ARRAY




















Main Hinges and Latches












































5.1.2.1 Array Vibration Model
To derive a dynamic model of the total array and
simulate all of the structural members for each foldout panel results in an
unusually large problem and would be unnecessary for an adequate analytical
simulation. Therefore, each panel was idealized into a simpler model.
Also, since the array is symmetric, it was possible to model only one-half
the array and adjust the boundary conditions of the center longitudinal spar
nodes (Figure 5-31) of the main panel members in the same manner as was
done for the rollup array. The dynamic model derived is shown in Figure
5-33. The construction of one panel, such as the panel bounded by nodes 1,
3, 15 and 13, can be considered as an X-braced rectangular frame with a
lateral and longitudinal spar. To account for the stiffness of the remaining
lateral and longitudinal intercostals of the frame (Figure 5-31), the stiff-
nesses of these members were distributed and added to the stiffnesses of the
end frames and lateral and longitudinal intercostals. Adjacent panels of the
structure are hinged and the two adjacent beams on which the hinges are
located were considered as a single beam. These beams are shown as the
heavy lines on Figure 5-33. The wing section is attached by struts to the
space station tunnel at nodes 97 and 98 and in determining the frequencies
of the model, the array was considered as rigidly constrained at nodes 97
and 98.
Mass loading for the idealized panel consists of
a center mass point and a mass point at each corner. One quarter of the
panel weight was allocated to the center point and the balance was divided
equally between the four corners. The weight associated with the nodes of
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Figure 5-33. Idealized Dynamic Model for Foldout Panel Array
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5.1.2.2 Foldout Panel Array Modes
Foldout panel array frequencies and corres-
ponding modal deflections were computed up to 25 Hz. For the out of
plane motions, 48 symmetric and 42 antisymmetric vibration modes were
obtained. For the in-plane motions, one symmetric and five antisymmetric
modes were obtained. The antisymmetric, out of plane modes represent
the torsional deflections of the array while the symmetric modes represent
out of plane bending deflections. For the in-plane modes, the symmetric
modes represent axial deflections and the antisymmetric modes represent
in-plane bending deflections. Resulting modal frequencies for the various
cases are listed in Tables 5-8, 5-9, and 5-10.
Graphical presentations of selected modes and
corresponding modal participation factors are given in Figures 5-34 to
Figure 5-45. The participation factors are based on the same quantities
as described for the rollup array modes. The displacement vectors for
the out of plane modes (Figures 5-34 through 5-4l)are only plotted at nodes
with associated mass points. In Figure 5-42 the undeflected array is shown
in dashed lines while the deflected shape is shown in solid lines. In Figures
5-43 through 5-45, only the deflected mode shapes are shown. All the modes
shown are to be inputs to subsequent dynamic interaction analyses using the
generated computer program. The frequencies and modal participation
factors for these modes are listed in Table 5-11.
5.1.2.3 Panel Breathing Mode
As a verification of the dynamic model used, a
more detailed model of one panel (Figure 5-31) was derived to analytically
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TABLE 5-9. FREQUENCIES OF FOLDOUT PANEL ARRAY,
























































































TABLE 5-10. FREQUENCIES OF FOLDOUT PANEL ARRAY, IN-PLANE
Mode , ,
1
i - • • ' . . • • :
2 • ' , . • '
3 . - • " • ' .. ' ..
4 • ' . . ' . - . • ;


















{ = . 0344 Hzl
% = 63
Figure 5-34. Mode 1;
 Foldout Panel Array<
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f = . 2072 Hz
'%"= 19,6






f = .5293 Hz
% = 7. 2





Figure 5-37 Mode. 4, Foldout Panel Array, Out of Plane, Symmetric
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t= . 1184 Hz
% = 78.6








f = . 3606 Hz
% = 9. 4
Figure5-39.
 Mode 2< Poldout Panel Array,
Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
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f = .6075 Hz
% = 3.65





f = .8607 Hz
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f = 24. 76 Hz
% = 83
Figure 5-42N Mode 1, Foldout Panel Array, Inplatie, Symmetric
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f = 1. 669 Hz
% = 64.5
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an adequate frequency separation between the breathing mode and the array's
out of plane modal frequencies since the model used in the array analysis
did not include sufficient degrees of freedom for the description of breathing •-•• •
modes. The nodal numbering and dimensions of the panel model analyzed
is shown on Figure 5-46. There are 53 nodes in the model and nodes 44
through 53 were rigidly constrained for the dynamic analysis. The first
mode of this model was 7. 634 Hz which is sufficiently separated from the
array out of plane mode frequencies. The nodal weights are tabulated in
Table 5-12 and the mode shape of the breathing mode is shown on Figure 5-47.
5.2 PHASE II STUDY ANALYSES
The structural analyses described were performed to obtain modal
data to compliment the formulated digital simulations. The analyses were
conducted on the solar array and space station configurations described in
Section 2.0, which correspond to both the zero "G" and artificial "G" con-
ditions. A requirement of the dynamic interaction analysis digital simulation
is that cantilever modal data for the solar arrays and free-free modal data
for the space station be initially determined and used as input. Each of the
structural models and corresponding modal data is described in the following.
5. 2. 1 ZERO "G" SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION
The stiffness and mass properties used to represent the
space station structural arrangement were those resulting from preliminary
configuration studies performed by North American Rockwell (Reference 5. 7).
These properties were obtained from NAR and are given in Table 5-13 and




































































































A finite element model representing this configuration was
derived, using a limited number of nodal points, and it is depicted in Figure
5-49. The corresponding descrete masses of the model and grid point geo-
metry is given in Table 5-14. Each of the discrete points was allowed three
translational degrees-of-freedom and one rotational degree-of-freedom,
corresponding to torsion of each module. Shear flexibility was considered
for appropriate degrees-of-freedom because of the relatively small length
to diameter ratio of each module. The model geometry, inertial properties
and stiffness properties were input to the NASTRAN program (Reference
5. 12) for the determination of modal properties, i. e., frequencies, mode
shapes, and modal masses. A partial list of these quantities are listed in
Table 5-15. A comprehensive listing of the zero "G" modal properties,
together with a graphical presentation of lower modes of vibration, are given
in Appendix A to this report.
5.2.2 ARTIFICIAL "G" SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION
The artificial "G" space station configuration was discretized
into the finite element model presented in Figure 5-50. Stiffness and inertial
properties are similar to those presented for corresponding modules in Table
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and geometry properties for this modal are listed in Table 5-16. It was
originally intended to utilize the stated capability of the NASTRAN program
in the performance of the modal analysis of the spinning structure; however,
initial attempts with NASTRAN failed (Version 12). An eigenvalue-eigen-
vector program obtained from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in
Pasadena, California, and formulated by Dr. K. K. Gupta (Reference 5. 8
and 5. 9) was used. As is required for modal analysis of spinning structures,
a coriolis force matrix and centrifugal force matrix were derived
for the total description of the equations of equilibrium of the discretized sys-
tem. A comprehensive description of typical terms in these matrices can be
found in Reference 5. 10. The centrifugal force matrix is a function of the
motion variables while the coroilis force matrix is dependent upon the first
derivatives of the motion variables. Orthogonalization of this system of
equations results in complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues (zero real part)
and corresponding complex conjugate pairs of eigenvectors. The digital
simulation, for the artificial "G" condition, is programmed to accept this
modal data format.
For the structural configuration shown, the artificial "G"
condition was attained by spinning the space station at 4 RPM about a point
44 feet outboard of the space station-solar array attachment as depicted in
Figure 5-51. The coriolis force and centrifugal force matrices were computed
by hand and the;Stiffriess matrix was generated with the NASTRAN computer
program. It was also determined that the influence of static spin loads upon
the station's structural stiffness (beam column effect) was negligible and
therefore neglected. The matrices together with the mass matrix were input
into the JPL program for determination of complex eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors for a range of steady state spin rates. Resulting frequencies are
presented in Table 5-17 for spin rates of 0, 4, 8, and 12 RPM together with
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TABLE 5-16
ARTIFICIAL "G" SPACE STATION




















































































































































Artificial "G" Space Station Configuration
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the modal frequencies obtained by NASTRAN for the same model in a zero-
spin condition. It is seen that the frequency correlation between NASTRAN
and Gupta's program is excellent and that the frequency change with spin
rate is minimal. A comprehensive list of modal data in terms of modal
deflection and graphical description of the lower frequency modes in terms
of absolute deflection coefficients, are given in Appendix A to this report.
Also presented are the structural degrees of freedom considered in the
analysis. Examination of the shape for the second mode shows this mode
is represented by out-of-the-spin-plane bending only and would not be
influenced by centrifugal or coriolis forces. This explains the constant
frequency results with spin rate for the second mode which is shown in
Table 5-17. The general conclusion indicated by the performed modal
analyses is that the spin rate does not significantly alter the zero spin
modal frequencies if the zero spin modal frequencies are sufficiently
separated from the spin frequency.
5. 2. 3 ZERO "G" SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATION
The rollup solar array was analyzed in a similar manner
as is described for past study analyses in Section 5. 1. Updates in con-
figuration data, however, were obtained from the Lockheed Space and Missiles
Company and these were incorporated into the description of the derived vib-
ration analysis model.
The total array area (two wing sections) is approximately
10, 000 square feet and the electrical power output is rated as 10 watts
per square foot. The rollup array dimensions and structural components

















Figure 5 -52 Zero "G" Solar Array Configuration
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per wing section, tensioned between an inner and outer boom by an ex-
tendible boom. Two guide wires are provided for each membrane strip
and each is tensioned to 5. 1 pounds. Each strip is attached to the inner
boom assembly by a linear spring and tensioned to 12 pounds. A guy wire
is also provided between the outboard end of the extendible boom and the
extremity of the inner boom and acts as a tension load carrying member
only. Pertinent stiffness and mass properties data for the array structural
components are given in Table 5-18.
As was considered in Section 5. \, the symmetry properties
of the solar array were utilized in the performance of its modal analysis.
Only one-half of the wing section was discretized into a finite element model
and it is presented in Figure 5-53. Four separate vibration conditions were
established for the complete evaluation of modal properties and correspond
to out -of-plane symmetric bending, out-of-plane antisymmetric bending
(about the extendible boom), in-plane symmetric bending and in-plane anti-
symmetric bending. The NASTRAN finite element program (Reference 5. 11)
was utilized to obtain the modes; the four vibration conditions were obtained
by constraining appropriate structural degrees-of-freedom. The nodal
weights associated with the rollup array dynamic model and nodal geometry
are given in Table 5-19. An assumption was made in the analyses for treating
the stiffness provided by the guy wire; it was considered as a tension-compres-
sion member with only one-half of its actual tension stiffness properties. In
addition, the lateral stiffness of the membrane strips was assumed to be
described in terms of the tension force only. These stiffness terms were
entered in the NASTRAN program by means of the "CELAS" stiffness elements.
A complete list of modal results and graphical presentation
of modes for the four vibration conditions are given in Appendix A of this
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Structural Model for Roll-up Solar
Array Zero "G" Configuration
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TABLE 5 -19
Mass - Geometry Data


























































































































































































































NOTE: Weights along the boom ( Y = 0.) are
one half the actual weight.
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array, using root constraint loads were also computed in order to deter-
mine those modes of importance for describing interaction loads. The
properties of those modes having relatively large load participation factors
are listed in Table 5-20.
5.2.4 ARTIFICIAL "G" SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATION
The rollup solar array for the artificial "G" condition consists of
the same structural geometry as that of the zero "G" configuration, however,
only four membrane strips are utilized-- the two on each side of and adjacent
to the extendable boom. The derived finite model of the artificial "G" array
is presented in Figure 5-54. Average tension in each strip during spin is
increased to 340 pounds and the strips lateral deflection stiffness values are
based upon this tension. The stiffness matrix for each finite element of the
extendible boom was computed by hand so as to include the beam columning
effect and input into the NASTRAN program by the "direct matrix input"
 :
method. Additional structural restraints are provided at the extremities
of the inner boom for this spin condition and were included in the dynamic
model. The stiffness matrix for the entire model was formulated by NASTRAN
and the coriolis force coefficient and centrifugal force coefficient matrices
were generated by hand computations. The configuration was taken to spin
in a plane containing the solar arrays. These matrices, together with the
mass matrix were input in the JPL program (References 5.8 and 5. 9), A
list of all resulting modal data for spin rates of 0, 4, 8, and 12 RPM are
presented in Appendix A of this report. A list of data for those modes which
were identified to have large load participation (zero spin) are presented in
Table 5-21. The modal constraint forces used in the calculation of particip-
ation factor were those resulting at each point of array restraint. Table 5-22
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ART "G" SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATION
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Modes!, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19 are but-of -plane modes.
Modes 3, 11, 20, 28, 32 are in-plane modes.
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of the considered spin rates. It is noted that out-of-plane modal fre-
quencies are invariant with spin rate; this is due to the coriolis forces
and centrifugal forces not coupling these associated motions. The in-plane
modal frequencies are seen to be significantly influenced by spin rate. The
zero spin frequency of mode No. 3, whose zero spin natural frequency is
nearest to the highest spin frequency considered, is reduced considerably
(15%) at ft= 12 RPM. It is to be emphasized that the membrane (strip)
tension was considered invariant for all spin rates considered and corres-
ponded to the LMSC average tension specified for 4 RPM. Higher spin rates
would decrease this average tension, thereby further reducing frequency.
It is noted that the fundamental mode frequency obtained by the
NASTRAN program is significantly different than obtained by the JPL
program and cannot be explained at this time. Dr. K. K. Gupta of JPL
(private communications) relates the numerical accuracies afforded by
digital computers are not sufficient to accurately obtain this modal fre-
quency by the "Givens" eigenvalue-eigenvector extraction method, contained
in the NASTRAN program.
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6 . SIMULATION VERIFICATION ANALYSIS
Various simplified analyses were performed to verify the formulated
interactions computer program and contained methodology. These analyses
»
were divided into two parts--one part to verify the structural dynamics
methodology used (Reference 6-1) and to gain some insight into the accuracy
of this methodology, and the other part to verify the various subroutines or
subprograms contained within the simulation.
6. 1 STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS VERIFICATION
6. 1. 1 SIMULATION OF FLEXIBLE APPENDAGES & RIGID SPACE
STATION
A planar problem considering a structural arrangement of two
uniform beams representing flexible appendages and connected to a rigid
space station mass (taken to be zero) was formulated and analyzed for inter-
action (interface) forces caused by an applied step force. The closed form
solution to this problem is presented in Reference 6-2 when using a finite
number of orthogonal cantilever modes as flexible appendage degrees-of-
freedom. As represented in the simulation program, this structural arrange-
ment of two cantilevers simulates a free-free beam (Figure 6-1).
^ Symmetric About C
L/2
F(t) = F0
Figure 6-1. Cantilever Beam Simulation of a Free-Free Beam
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An orthogonalization of the coupled motion equations of the
two cantilever beams (appendages), which are formulated within the simu-
lation from the input data, produces the comparisons shown in Figure 6-2
and Table 6-1. Figure 6-2 presents the comparison of the resulting
orthogonal deflection shapes using three cantilever mode degrees -of- freedom
for each beam appendage and theoretical free-free beam. shapes obtained
from Reference 6. 3.
TABLE 6-1
Frequency Comparison of (Uniform Beam) Cantilever + Rigid Body Mode Representation
















































































Table 6-1 presents the comparison of resulting frequencies using a varied
number of cantilever mode degrees of freedom for each beam appendage with
theoretical free-free beam frequencies.
These comparisons show the adequacy of the structural dynamics
methodology that has been used in the interactions simulation; the degree of
accuracy in the approximation is seen to be dependent upon the number of
cantilever modes used. Transient load responses were obtained for this
structural system using the formulated computer program with all control
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systems inactive. Each of the cantilever beam modes was input into the
program by modal descriptions of 25 discrete mass points representing 50
inertial degrees of freedom. A step force was applied at the zero-mass space
station C. G. The shear force at the 1/4 span of the free-free arrangement,
as obtained by the simulation, is compared with results obtained by Reference
6. 4 in Figure 6-3. The entire free-free structural configuration (2 connected
cantilevers) was modeled by 40 discrete mass points for input into the "direct
transient method" of Reference 6.4. Comparisons are seen to be good, and as
expected, higher frequency transients result in the force history obtained by
Reference 6.4 since all system modes of vibration are represented. Another
comparison is provided for the simulation results in Reference 6. 2 and repro-
duced in Figure 6-4. A variable order Adams numerical integration method
and the first five symmetric free-free beam modes were used to obtain the 1/4
span shear force resulting from a step input. Again, the comparison shows the
simulation results to be very comparable.
6.1.2 SIMULATION OF RIGID APPENDAGES AND RIGID SPACE
STATION
A simple planar problem was formulated to show verification of
the rigid body dynamics solutions given by the simulation. This formulation
consisted of two simulated rigid appendages connected to a simulated rigid space
station and perturbed by a step force. The resulting appendage interaction forces
and moments given by the simulation are compared to the exact result in
Figure 6-5.
6. 1. 3 SIMULATION OF FLEXIBLE APPENDAGES AND FLEXIBLE SPACE
STATION
A planar problem was formulated for verification purposes and
consisted of three uniform beams forming a "T" arrangement (Figure 6-6).
This arrangement is representative of a flexible center body (space station) and
two flexible appendages (solar arrays). Stiffness and mass properties of each
beam were chosen so that the center beam had an uncoupled fundamental free-free
axial deflection mode frequency of 1 Hz and that the appendage beams had an
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uncoupled fundamental cantilever bending frequency of 1 Hz. Initially, results
were obtained from the simulation and by hand calculations using the same
simulated methodology (Reference 6.2) considering one cantilever mode of
each flexible appendage and a rigid center body. Corresponding shear and
moment interaction histories are presented in Figure 6-7. It is seen that
the solutions are coincident at time zero but are slightly different in amplitude
and phase. This is attributable to integration interval used (At = 0. 05 sec.)
together with the NASTRAN numerical integration algorithm (Reference 6.4)
which is coded in the simulation computer program. Although not directly
applicable to the above formulated problem, the variation of amplitude, frequency
and phase errors with integration sample rate per cycle of the highest system
frequency resulting from use of this algorithm, were determined for a five
cantilever mode representation of the flexible appendages and are presented in
Figure 6-8. A higher degree of required simulation solution accuracy than
that shown in Figure 6-7 therefore requires the use of a smaller integration
interval.
Several methods of obtaining interaction moment solutions of the
formulated problem, with the flexibility of the center body included, were used
and compared with the simulation results to show the adequacy of the methodology.
These solutions, together with that obtained from the simulation program are
presented in Figure 6-9. Modal solutions of the structural arrangement con-
sidered as a system were obtained by the transient response solution method
provided in Reference 6. 5 and an independent method utilizing a variable order
Adams integration method. The results shown using system modes utilize one
rigid body translational degree of freedom and the first four orthogonal elastic
modes. Both the modal displacement and modal acceleration methods of load
calculation were considered. A solution of interaction moment produced by
a coupled system response, as given by the direct transient response method
of NASTRAN, is also presented. The finite element model of the "T" beam
for input for the above solutions is represented by a total of 79 discrete mass
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points and complete description of this model and system mode results are
given in Reference 6. 6. The interaction moment of the "T" beam given by
the simulation reflects the use of the first 10 free-free axial deflection modes
of the center body and the first two cantilever modes of the flexible append-
ages. The results obtained by all of the methods compare very well and
show the adequacy of the methodology contained in the simulation.
6.1.4 VERIFICATION OF COMPLEX EIGENVALUE-EIGENVECTOR
ROUTINE (REFERENCES 6. 7 AND 6.8)
As part of the study program effort, a computer program
received from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (References 6. 7 and 6.8) and
formulated by Dr. K. K. Gupta, was converted for operation on the CDC 6000
Series Computer. This program has the capability of solving for the ortho-
gonal properties of a set of coupled second order equations having non-zero
coefficients of the first derivatives of the time dependent variables, which
are representative of a finite element structural model in a spinning environ-
ment. A simple uniform beam problem was formulated to verify the correct-
ness of program conversion. The finite element model and results from both
the converted program and the NASTRAN program, for a zero-spin condition,
are shown in Table 6-2. The comparisons show both a comparable method
of orthogonalization with the similar techniques of NASTRAN and the verifica-
tion of the converted program.
6.2 SUBPROGRAM VERIFICATION
The various subprograms comprising the complete digital simulation
of the space station and solar arrays were verified for correctness of formula-
tions by a number of program executions with simple structural arrangements
and initializations. Each of the program executions was performed with the
derived simulation of the first study phase which is described in References
6. 9 and 6. 10. This simulation considers the flexible dynamics of appendages
and only the rigid body dynamics of the space station. The simulation
resulting from the second study phase and described in Report Section 4 uti-
lizes many of the same subprograms; and therefore, the performed subprogram
verification is taken to be a partial verification of the Phase II digital simulation.
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The total subprogram verification is represented by the following out-
line. Verification of each of the given program output quantities is made by
comparison with hand computed results.
SYSTEM RIGID BODY MOTION
• Space Station Rigid Body Motion
X-, Y-, and Z- translations: due to a force input to space station
0 -, 9 -, and 9 - rotations: due to a force input to space station
X Y /j
Disturbance force input variations for check of interpolation
procedure
Location variation of disturbance force, {LR }
• Solar Array Rigid Body Motion
Sun Vector Misalignment, {Sun}
Initial Attitude Error j EULER (7) [ , { EULER (8) (
Solar Array Drive Selection JRBC (1)} , |RBC (2)}
9 - and 9 — rotations: due to a force input to space station.X /-i
SPACE STATION CONTROL DYNAMICS
• Response to Reaction Jet Control Torques
Threshold not exceeded, i. e. , 9 < 1/2°
e
 {EULER (i-6) |
Threshold exceeded, i.e., 9 > l / 2 °
Variable SS guidance commands, JSSGTIME> , •JDELTSSoi
• Response to CMG Control Torques
Threshold not exceeded, i.e.. T^_ <T
D^_ I T . CMGT TA;rT_
{EULER (1-6)} R E G D LIMIT
Threshold exceeded, i. e. , T
 M > T
I EULER ,1-6,1 CMGREG'D CMGUMIT
Variable SS guidance commands, < SSGTIME>, < DELTSSG(
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SOLAR ARRAY CONTROL DYNAMICS
• Linear PCS Response
Solar Array Drive Gear-train variation, <GEARKONV
Sun Vector Misalignment, |Sun|
Initial Attitude Error, <( EULER (7)1 , { EULER (8) }
' I \ 'Variable SA guidance commands, <SAGTIME > ,
• Non-Linear PCS Response
Solar Array Drive Gear-train variation,
Threshold not exceeded, i. e., 9 < 5 ,
< EULER (7-8)
Threshold exceeded, i.e., 0 > 5
Variable SA guidance commands, JSAGTIME} , JDELTSAGJ
SYSTEM ELASTIC BODY MOTION
• Solar Array Modal Response. DEBUG (20) = . F.
Cantilever Dynamics, JRBC (1) = . T. } , (RBC (2) = . T. }
Pinned-joint Dynamics, JRBC (1) = . F. | , JRBC (2) = . F. }
Initial SA attitude error, j EULER ( 7 ) J > , JEULER (8)
Variable SA guidance commands, sSAGTIME> ,
• Orbital Mechanics
Semi-major axis variation, {A}
Orbit Eccentricity variation, |E|
Orbit Inclination variation, {.INC }
Orbit Initialization point, |M[,
No SS or
SA Control
The above bracketed quantities are variable names used in the various
subprograms and are defined in Reference 6. 9.
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Figure 6-2. Comparison of Mode Shapes for a Free-Free
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Simulation Results Using First Five Cantilever Modes
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Figure 6. 3 Uniform Beam Comparisons of Shear History at
1/4 Span for a Unit Step Force Applied at Mid-Span
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Variable Order Adams Numerical Integration Results Using the
First Five Symmetric Free-Free Beam Modes
06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20 .22
Simulation Results Using First Five Cantilever Modes
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Time, t (Seconds)
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i = 1
Figure 6-4. Uniform Beam Comparisons of Shear Histories












MASS SPACE STATION = 1 slug
MASS EACH SOLAR ARRAY = 0. 5 slug

































































































































































RIGID CENTER BODY AND ONE
MODE REPRESENTATION OF FIXED
APPENDAGES PERTURBED BY
A STEP FORCE HISTORY
Figure R-7 Interaction Forceo va. Time
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6-9. "T" Beam Transient Analysis
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TABLE 8-2
COMPARISON OF NASTRAN AND GUPTA EIGENVALUE
SOLUTIONS FOR CANTILEVER BEAM
MASS/IN. = 0.01
1 2 3 4
LB. SEC.
IN2
El = 1 x 107 LB.IN2






















































This Appendix presents detailed vibration mode data which were
derived for the space station and solar array structural configurations
considered in Phase 2. Analytical data are presented for the structural
configurations in both Zero "G" and Artifical "G" environments. Explanations
of the presented data can be found in Report Section 5. The data are presented
in the following appendix sections:
0 A. 1 Zero "G" Space Station Configuration page A-2
« A. 2 Zero "G" Roll-up Solar Array Configuration page A-14
e A. 3 Artificial "G" Space Station Configuration page A-36
o A. 4 Artificial "G" Roll- up Solar Array Configuration page A-65
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A. 1 VIBRATION MODE DATA







A - 2 t o A-9
Modal Data, Space Station,
Zero "G" Configuration
Mass-Geometry Data
Structural Model of Space Station





A-6 to A- 13
NOTE: Mode shapes shown are elastic mode shapes.
Mode 1 in Figure A-2 is the first elastic mode,
which corresponds to Mode 7 in Table A-l .
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TABLE A - 2
Listing of Mass - Geometry Data
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A. 2 VIBRATION MODE DATA















Modal Data, Solar Array
Inplane, Antisymmetric
Modal Data, Solar Array
Inplane, Symmetric
Modal Data, Solar Array
Out-of-plane, Symmetric
Modal Data, Solar Array
Out-of-plane, Antisymmetric
Mass ~ Geometry Data
Structural Model
In-plane Symmetric Mode Shapes
In-plane Antisymmetric Mode Shape











Out-of-plane Antisymmetric Mode Shapes A-33, 35
A-14
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Mass - Geometry Data













































NOTE: Weights along the boom ( Y = 0. ) are
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f ° 1.35 Hz
Force Mod«il Participation
Kn.-tor (%) T S3. 0





Factor (%) * 16.5
Figure A-12
Mode 27 String Solar Array. In Plane Symmetric
A-22
Axis of Symmetry
f = 3.49 Hz
Force Modal Participation
Factor (%) » 5.8




f = 6.07 Hz
Force Modal Participation
Factor (%) = 6. 2
A-14 Mode 31 Solar Array. In Plane Symmetric
A-24
Axis of Antisymmetry
f = . 097 Hz
Shear Modal Participation
Factor <%) = 71 .2
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (%) * 51.4
p. A-15 M°de ' String Solar Array, In Plane Antisymmetric
A-25
f . 1H!I tit
Shear Modal Participation
Factor ( % ) « . !
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (%) = 13.7
TPi rf T»o A - l f i ModeS String Solar Array , In Plane Antisymmetric
A-26
Alia of A n l i f l y m m e t r y
X
f = . 289 Hz
Shear Modal Participation
Factor <*> • 7. 7
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (*) • 10.5
Figure A-17
Mode II Strinf Solar Array, In Plane Anttaymmetrtc
A-27
f * . 334 H*
Shntr Modal Participation
Factor (*> • 5.5
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (V • 8.4
Figure A-18 Mode 16 String Solar Array, In'Plane Antisymmetric
A-28
f = .594 Hi
Shear Modal Participation
Factor (*» • 6.0
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (%) • 1.1
A— 1 9 Mode 27 Str ing Solar Array. In Plane Antisymmetric
A-29
Axis of Symmetry
f = . 092 Hz
Shear Modal Participation
Factor (%) = 68. 1
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (%) = 41.5
Figure A-20
Mode 1 String Solar Array, Out of Plane Symmetric
A-30
Axis of Symmetry
f = . 187 Hz
Shear Modal Participation
Factor (%) « .3
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (%) = 4.4
Figure A-21 Mode 6 String Solar Array , Out of Plane Symmetric
A-31
f = .834 Hz
Shear Modal Participation
Factor (%) = 11. 9
Moment Modal Participation
Factor (%) = .!
Figure A-22 Mode 22 String Solar Array, Out of Plane, Symmetric
A-32
Axis of Ant i symmctry
X
f = .084 Hz
Torsion Modal Participation
Factor (£) = 77.9
T-< •X1 I
Mode 1 Solar Array, Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
A-33
Axis of Anl isymmetry
f = . 167 Hz
Torsion Modal Participation
Factor (%) « 7.4
A~24 ModeB String Solar Array. Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
A-34
Axis of Ant isymmetry
f. = . 241 Hz
Torsion Modal Participation
Factor Of.) * 7.8
Figure A-25
Mode 11 String Solar Array, Out of Plane, Antisymmetric
A-35
A. 3 VIBRATION MODE DATA



























NOTE: Mode 1 shown in Figure A-27 isthe first elastic mode and corres-




Program Results for Spin Rates
of 0, 4, 8, and 12 RPM. The
degree of freedom sequence
numbers and their corresponding




TABLE: A-SMODAL DATA ARTIFICIAL "G" SPACE STATIONCONFIGURATE
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MASS - GEOMETRY DATA
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ARTIFICIAL "G" SPACE STATION
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* - Refer to Table - for corresponding node number.
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A. 4 VIBRATION MODE DATA




























of Modes JPL Eigenvalue-Eigenvector
Program Results for Spin Rates of
0, 4, 8, and 12 RPM. The degree of
freedom sequence numbers and their




TABLE A-13 MODAL DATA, ARTIFICIAL "G" SOLAR A R R A Y CONFIGURATION

































































































1 .067541 E 01
I . 1 36669E 01






























































































































































































* - Mass units are lb-sec"/in.
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FIGURE A-34
ARTIFICIAL "G" SOLAR ARRAY




ARTIFICIAL "G" SOLAR ARRAY




Artificial "G" Solar Array
Mode 3
n = 12 RPM
freq. = . 319 Hz
V
Zero Spin
freq. = . 377 Hz
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tFIGURE A~37
ARTIFICIAL "G" SOLAR ARRAY
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* ARTIFICIAL "G" SOLAR ARRAY
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Artificial "G" Solar Array





































































































7 7 - 8 2
83 - 87






Artificial "G" Solar Array
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